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College students across the
country are increasingly coping
with mental health issues. At
ISU, their needs are met through
individualized attention.
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Every higher education institution is challenged
to stand apart because each has similar fundamental offerings of advanced study. Efforts
to create a truly unique academic environment for prospective students consequently results in a glut of promotional materials that in reality seem to vary little beyond a school’s
name and location.
Even a quick study of how colleges and universities reach their target demographic
reveals that schools rely on the same marketing pitches of high quality classes provided
across a range of fields that are offered at a reasonable cost by expert faculty who care
about each student’s future.
The statement is no doubt as valid elsewhere as it
is at Illinois State, yet our university does differ because
of seven core values. They are defined in a strategic plan
that is as much a testament to what sets ISU apart as it
is a document guiding all academic, programmatic, and
financial decisions.
Educate • Connect • Elevate is our blueprint
through 2023. I encourage you to review it online at
StrategicPlan.IllinoisState.edu. Pay close attention to the
values that include learning and scholarship, individualized attention, diversity and inclusion, civic engagement,
respect, integrity, and collaboration.
I take great pride in the fact there is ample evidence
to prove each value informs daily campus operations. I state with confidence that Illinois
State is a university where students are nurtured and mentored in ways that go far beyond peer institutions and expectations, especially given our enrollment of nearly 21,000.
I have no qualms stating that Redbirds experience extraordinary individualized
attention. There are innumerable examples that prove the promise is a call to action
faithfully fulfilled, with one highlighted in this issue of Illinois State. This university has
in place a nationally recognized program to help students struggling with mental health
issues. The need is documented, as individuals in the college demographic are combating
levels of depression, anxiety, and challenges linked to mental illness in ways never before
experienced.
All in higher education are searching for ways to care for these students, with many
looking to Illinois State for guidance given the University has emerged as a leader with
services orchestrated primarily through the Division of Student Affairs.
Take a moment to gain more insight into what it means for ISU to stand on the
promise of individualized attention. I have no doubt you will appreciate anew the University’s commitment to keep students safe, healthy, and moving forward. I think you
will marvel at the level of interventions and positive outcomes that empower students to
overcome obstacles. Hopefully you will be convinced that Illinois State is unique because
of the values we uphold, and the work we are doing to live into those values.
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Fine arts project funded
Construction of complex for college moving forward

T

he University will receive
$52.3 million from the state
to improve facilities for the
Wonsook Kim College of Fine
Arts. Gov. J.B. Pritzker, at podium above,
announced the funding on campus early
in the spring semester.
“With this investment, we’re giving ISU’s current and future students
a world-class education in a worldclass facility—and we’re giving students
the tools to succeed,” Pritzker said of
the project that will cost $61.9 million.
Included with the $52.3 million is an
additional $9.6 million provided in recent
years for emergency repairs.
A combination of renovation and
new construction is planned to enhance
Centennial East and Centennial West,
2 Illinois State April 2020

both opened in 1959; the Center for the
Visual Arts, constructed in 1973; and the
Center for the Performing Arts, completed in 2002.
“The fine arts complex renovation
has been high on the University’s priority list the past decade,” President Larry
Dietz said. State funds were appropriated in Fiscal Year 2010.
Funds were released three years later to begin the design process. Construction has been on hold since, as the state
did not provide the remaining dollars.
“This long-awaited project will provide a much-needed new space for the
excellent programs within the Wonsook
Kim College of Fine Arts,” Dietz said at
the announcement that was attended
by three legislators. “The Illinois State

community is grateful to the General
Assembly and to Gov. Pritzker for making this project part of a larger capital
development plan for Illinois.”
Completing architectural designs
is the first step. An exact construction
timeline has not been finalized, but the
project will be tackled in phases to minimize disruption to classes and programs.
College Dean Dr. Jean Miller knows the
results will enrich the Redbird experience.
“We will be able to offer our students state-of-the-art facilities to match
their talent, academic studies, and creative work,” she said, anticipating that
enrollment growth will continue as a
result.

Largest gift by faculty
fuels college institute
The Carson and Iris Varner International
Business Institute in the State Farm Hall
of Business was announced in the fall in
recognition of a $1 million gift from two
College of Business faculty—Professor
Carson Varner and Professor Emerita
Iris Varner. Theirs is the largest faculty
gift in Illinois State history.
The space gives international business degree students a physical home
on campus. The institute hosts international guests and encourages students to
become globally-minded citizens.
“Since Carson and Iris first came to
Illinois State, they have encouraged their
students to embrace global perspectives,”
President Larry Dietz said. The institute
is preparing students to become leaders
in international business.”
Carson began teaching business
law at ISU in 1975. Iris was hired as
a business communication instructor a
year later. She became a professor of
international business, director of the
international business program, and
director of the International Business
Institute. They led efforts to create an
international business major. More than
1,000 students have graduated with the
degree—the only of its kind at an Illinois
public university.
“This space represents a starting
point for students who want to work
abroad and just need the right tools to
reach their dreams,” Iris said.
She and Carson made their gift as
part of the Redbirds Rising campaign,
which stands at more than $173 million
and continues through June 30.

Rural patient support
improves with grant
Efforts to prepare advanced practice
nurses for service in rural and underserved settings have been strengthened
with a $2.8 million grant received by
Mennonite College of Nursing.
The Advanced Nursing Education
Workforce (ANEW) grant from the U. S.
Health Resources and Services Admin-

Iris and Carson Varner joined President Larry Dietz at the ribbon-cutting event for the COB institute.

istration will enhance clinical experiences for students in the college’s Family Nurse Practitioner (FNP) program.
Partnerships with area agencies will be
extended through the financial support.
Funding will also defray some student expenses, including tuition, as well
as support curriculum development. A
new, post-graduate certificate geared
toward training future nurse practitioners to address mental health needs is
being created.
“The future Psychiatric Mental
Health Nurse Practitioner (PMHNP)
certificate will help our graduates provide comprehensive, integrated behavioral health care to these vulnerable
individuals,” said FNP Sequence Leader
Jessica Sullivan.

National rankings reflect
ISU’s excellence, value
Illinois State remains among the top 100
public institutions in the nation, is one
of the top values in the Midwest, and
excels in supporting veterans, according

to rankings published by three publications.
U.S. News & World Report places
Illinois State 98th among public universities across the country. The University
maintains high rankings in subcategories
of the report, with 37 percent of classes
at fewer than 20 students despite growing enrollment. Illinois State’s graduation rate continues to be far above the
national average.
Washington Monthly ranks Illinois
State 66th out of all national universities, and 15th in the “Best Bang for the
Buck in the Midwest” category, while
College Factual places ISU among the top
5 percent of veteran-friendly institutions
nationwide.
U.S. News & World Report rankings
are based on factors such as peer assessment scores from college and university presidents, provosts, and deans of
admissions. Washington Monthly factors
in an institution’s contribution to the
public good in three broad categories
that include social mobility, research,
and promoting public service. College
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Where are they now?
Dr. Susan Kern was the first to tackle many challenges during her 31 years at ISU, which she
joined in 1974 after completing a Ph.D. at Purdue University. She relocated with her husband, Steve, to Bloomington-Normal when his transfer by State Farm Insurance Company
created opportunity for her to become one of the first faculty with a doctorate to join ISU’s
Home Economics Department.
Kern enjoyed teaching housing, equipment, and advanced food courses despite the
need to create lab space. She transitioned into administrative roles at the persistence of
Dean Jack Razor. She began as the first woman executive officer to the president under
Lloyd Watkins. She served on the leadership team of presidents Tom Wallace, David Strand,
Victor Boschini Jr., and Al Bowman, tackling difficult but fulfilling tasks.
One involved the University’s first Board of Trustees. Kern worked with the Alumni Association Board of Directors to recommend individuals as the first appointees to the board
formed in 1996, and wrote operating documents still in use today. “It was one of the most
challenging and rewarding assignments of my career,” Kern said.
Susan and Steve Kern
It was equally daunting to help facilitate the merger of Mennonite College of Nursing
into Illinois State. “I developed the processes and policies necessary to make the transition of the then private college with its religious affiliation to
our public university,” Kern said of the union that was completed in 1999. “This was the first merger of its type done in Illinois.”
She also paved the way for ISU’s intensified philanthropic efforts as vice president of University Advancement. Kern led the University’s first
comprehensive campaign, Redefining “normal,” which exceeded an $88 million goal with $97 million raised by the conclusion in 2005.
It was that same year that Kern retired. She and Steve keep Bloomington as their primary home, but winter in California. They attend ISU
events and remain supportive, creating the Susan T. Kern Special Opportunity Endowed Scholarship Fund, as well as support for the Actuarial
Science program. They enjoy time with their adult sons and international traveling, having visited 66 countries in retirement.
Kern can be reached at susan2204@comcast.net.

Factual considers affordability, veteran
support services and resources, as well as
overall institutional quality.

Dean takes helm of
international council
Wonsook Kim College of Fine Arts Dean
Dr. Jean Miller is serving as president of
the International Council of Fine Arts
Deans (ICFAD). She will hold the position through 2022, followed by a year as
past president.
The council is a multinational alliance of fine arts executives representing
higher education institutions committed
to building excellence in leadership and
advocacy for the arts. There are more
than 200 institutions represented in the
organization, including Virginia Commonwealth University, Indiana University, and the University of Illinois.
Miller has been an active member of
the council for 11 years and led initiatives
on cultivation and stewardship, diversity
and inclusion, leadership, and member4 Illinois State April 2020

ship. She is honored to hold the leadership position.
“To represent all kinds of institutions—research, comprehensive, large,
medium and small, both public and private—is deeply gratifying,” Miller said.
“I am thrilled that this opportunity will
also give Illinois State University and
the Wonsook Kim College of Fine Arts
greater visibility and attention in the
coming years.”

Two faculty chosen as
University Professors
Dr. Lisa Szczepura and Dr. T.Y. Wang
have been chosen as University Professors. They are, respectively, faculty in the
departments of chemistry and politics
and government.
Szczepura has been a Fellow at
Harvard University and was named an
Outstanding University Researcher at
Illinois State. Her research focuses on
developing synthetic methodologies for
designing unique metal clusters well-

suited for use as imaging, battery materials, and catalysis.
She has received $1.8 million in
external funding, including multiple
National Science Foundation grants. She
has served as research advisor for more
than 45 undergraduates in her lab and
has served as thesis advisor for 20 graduate students.
Wang is a scholar on East Asian politics. He has published 50 journal articles/book chapters. Two of his textbooks
are used in China and Taiwan. He has
served as department chair since 2017.
A recipient of the Outstanding
Researcher Award, Wang is co-editor of
the Journal of Asian and African Studies.
He has spoken around the world as he
promotes empirical research in political
science.

Multicultural Center
under development
Efforts to further embrace the campus value of diversity and inclusion are

apparent in the creation of a Multicultural Center that is being developed near
campus on Main Street in space previously occupied by the Instructional
Technology and Development Center. It
has temporarily moved to Williams Hall
as permanent space is created within
Milner Library.
The Multicultural Center is expected to open by the fall semester. It will
feature student organization office
spaces, event and meeting rooms, a full
kitchen, a meditation room, gathering
spaces, administrative offices, and satellite student support services.
Input from multiple campus stakeholders and information on multicultural
centers at other campuses helped shape
the vision for ISU’s center.
“It was essential that many voices
were represented throughout the process in order to identify the needs of our
students and determine solutions to best
meet those needs,” said Student Affairs
Vice President Levester “LJ” Johnson.

Grad student named
Forbes young scholar
Ngozi Ukweni, a College of Business MBA
student, was chosen by Forbes magazine
from thousands of students to attend the
“30 Under 30” Scholars’ Summit held in
Michigan during the fall semester. The

MBA student Ngozi Ukweni

600 participants selected were identified
as “the brashest entrepreneurs across the
United States and Canada.”

“Being a Forbes Under 30 Scholar is
an inspiration to me that my dreams are
valid. The award presents an accolade
for academic excellence and leadership,”
said Ukweni, who came to ISU from Abia
State, Nigeria. “This provided a great
opportunity for me to connect and grow
my network, learn and represent everyone that believes in me.”
Scholars from around the world presented at the event, which concluded
with a service activity. She helped pack
and distribute encouraging care packages for boys in the Detroit area. The
project reinforced to Ukweni the importance of giving back while pursuing your
own dreams.
The event empowered her as she
prepares to graduate in May. “When
hard work meets perseverance, you
can accomplish any goal you set out to
accomplish,” she said. “That’s one of the
things I learned from this entire experience.”

Physics’ teacher prep
gains national praise
The American Physical Society (APS)
and the American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT) have recognized
Illinois State as one of the top producers
of skilled physics teachers in the nation.
ISU was one of only seven institutions in the country to graduate five or
more highly qualified physics teachers
in the 2018-2019 academic year. Known
as “The 5+ Club,” the award comes from
the Physics Teacher Education Coalition,
a joint project of APS and AAPT.
“The acknowledgement of our physics teacher graduation rates is a point of
pride for the department,” said Department of Physics Chair Dan Holland.
“Perennially appearing on this list is a
testament to our internationally recognized program.”
The University’s Physics Education
Program is one of the country’s largest and consistently graduates certified
physics teachers. ISU’s program is especially lauded given the U.S. needs more
physics teachers in classrooms.

APS President David Gross stated that
“Illinois State University’s efforts are
an essential part of helping to address
the critical shortage of qualified physics
teachers.”

Research office will
enrich scholarship
Opportunities for students to partner with faculty in scholarly work are
increasing through the Office of Student Research (OSR) led by Anthropology Professor Gina Hunter. The office
began operating in the fall semester with
the goal of promoting and facilitating
student research that is already strong
on campus.
“Since there is so much great work
already happening at Illinois State, there
is the opportunity here for synergy. This
office will become a central place where
connections can be made,” Hunter said.
“This office can help put some of the
existing pieces together—for example,
take a workshop that’s really working
in the College of Arts and Sciences and
see if it’s something that could happen in
Mennonite College of Nursing.”
OSR was initiated by Associate
Vice President of Research and Graduate Studies John Baur. It will focus
on research opportunities at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels.
Hunter expects participation in
two annual campus research events
organized by the Graduate School will
increase through OSR, which will offer
faculty more tools to help students
become research partners.
“They need different kinds of support in terms of how to mentor undergraduates, which is different than mentoring graduate students,” Hunter said.
“Mentoring is different in the College
of Fine Arts than it is in College of Business.”
Hunter has formed an advisory
board comprising of faculty, staff, and
students from the University’s six colleges to advise how student research can
best be supported across disciplines and
majors.
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Top of her game
Soccer star drafted in professional league

I

llinois State senior Kate Del Fava
spent her fall stuffing stat sheets
and piling up awards while making school and Missouri Valley
Conference history in the process. It
turns out soccer heads across the country also took notice.
The Utah Royals selected Del Fava
earlier this year in the second round
as the 12th overall pick of the National
Women’s Soccer League draft. “I’m so
excited to get out to Utah, meet the team,
meet the fans, and really get down to
work for the 2020 season,” Del Fava said
after the Royals made the selection.
The Wisconsin native became just
the second Redbird ever picked by the
league, considered by some to be the
top women’s professional alliance in
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the world. The Chicago Red Stars drafted former Illinois State player Rachel
Tejada ’15 in the 2015 draft. Del Fava also
became the highest drafted player out of
the Missouri Valley Conference.
She’s not just a soccer player.
Throughout her career, Del Fava hit the
books just as hard as she did the back of
the net. Her talent resulted in her becoming in 2019 the first student-athlete in
school history to be named the College
Sports Information Directors of America
(CoSIDA) Academic All-America Team
Member of the Year.
The award is presented annually
to the top student-athlete in each sport
throughout the NCAA. In addition to
being the first in ISU history to receive
the honor, Del Fava is also the first Missouri Valley Conference soccer player—
man or woman—to be named a recipient.

Del Fava scored 17 goals for the
Redbirds in 2019, was the league’s leading scorer, and was named the MVC’s
player of the year. In the classroom, Del
Fava is a 4.0 student double-majoring in
pre-veterinary medicine and animal science while minoring in chemistry. She
was named a Robert G. Bone Scholar for
the 2019-2020 academic year. The honor
is the highest awarded to undergraduate
students.
“Soccer has always been a big part of
my life, but I know that soccer will end
eventually, sadly,” Del Fava said. “So I put
a lot of effort into academics just because
I know my future after soccer is just as
important as the sport itself.”
She ranks fourth in school history
in game-winning goals, sixth in goals,
seventh in points, and holds the record
for most minutes played by a field player
with 7,099 minutes logged.

Volleyball team traveling to Europe
Fresh off a second-consecutive NCAA
tournament bid, the Illinois State volleyball team will spend part of its offseason on a 12-day excursion to Europe.
Team members, who won the Missouri
Valley Conference tournament this past
fall, will be overseas May 8-19. The Redbirds will have stops in Prague, Czech
Republic; Vienna, Austria; and Maribor,
Slovenia. They will spend more than half
of their trip in Italy with stops in Venice,
Lucca, Pisa, Cinque Terre, and Milan.
The team was originally scheduled
to go to China during the same time

period but pivoted to a different location
due to the coronavirus outbreak.
“Providing a safe and positive environment for our program and studentathletes is our top priority, and I believe
this accomplishes both,” said head coach
Leah Johnson. “We are looking forward
to this new and exciting opportunity for
our team to learn, grow and compete.”
While in Europe, Illinois State will
compete in multiple exhibition matches
against club, professional, and national
teams. In addition, the Redbirds will
also have service opportunities during
the trip.

Looking for Redbird
gifts or gear?
Shop.GoRedbirds.com

Redbirds will face Sooners in 2023
The Illinois State football team continues to prove it won’t shy away from the
highest level of competition. The
Redbirds will play at perennial power Oklahoma on September 2, 2023, in
Norman, Oklahoma.
The Sooners are one of the nation’s
premier Bowl Subdivision programs with
seven national championships, seven
Heisman trophy winners, and four College Football Playoff appearances to date.
The two universities are connected
by former Redbird Assistant Athletic
Director Kenny Mossman, who is now

the senior associate athletic director of
external operations at Oklahoma.
Oklahoma is the fifth confirmed
Power-5 conference team the Redbirds
will play in the 2020s. They already
have guaranteed or scheduled games
at Illinois on September 4 of this year,
Wisconsin (2022), Iowa (2024), and
Missouri (2027).
In addition, Illinois State will also
play FBS opponents Western Michigan
(2021) and Northern Illinois (2026) this
decade.

Brock Stewart

Cubs choose former Redbird
The Chicago Cubs selected former Illinois
State pitcher Brock Stewart during the Rule V
Draft in December. Stewart, who played for the
Redbirds from 2011-2013, comes over from the
Toronto Blue Jays system.
Prior to the 2020 semester, Stewart had
appeared in 46 Major League games for the Los
Angeles Dodgers and Blue Jays, with his best
year coming in 2017 with Los Angeles. There
he had a 3.41 ERA in 34.1 innings. Toronto
claimed Stewart off waivers last July.
Stewart is one of 13 former Redbirds
currently playing affiliated or independent
professional baseball.

High graduation rate
tops national average
Student-athletes have a 90 percent graduation
rate, according to a 2019 NCAA report. That is
two percentage points higher than the national
average for all NCAA Division I institutions and
up from ISU’s previous high of 88 percent.
Thirteen of 15 Redbird teams exceeded
the national average in their sport, with nine
teams at 100 percent: men’s golf, women’s
golf, men’s tennis, women’s tennis, gymnastics, women’s basketball, soccer, softball, and
volleyball.
The data tracks student-athletes from
their entrance in fall 2009 through the
2012–2013 academic year.
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HOW
TWO GRADS
POWERED INTO
PROFESSIONAL
BASEBALL
BY NICK ERICKSON
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B

aseball players are so often
judged by stat lines. How
many home runs do they hit per
year? What’s their fielding percentage?
But the personalities and stories behind
those players have made the sport withstand the
test of time, especially at the professional level,
as proven by two Illinois State graduates who
have had a powerful impact in their similar sport
despite playing in entirely different eras.
At age 99, Betsy Jochum ’57 was a pioneer in
a league that showcased women’s athleticism while
the nation was at war. Paul DeJong ’15 is still writing the pages of his career as a 26-year-old Major
League All-Star who is just as comfortable in a lab
coat as he is a baseball uniform. Both have put their
own stamp on the game that goes beyond the numbers on the back of their baseball cards.

B

etsy Jochum ’57 could see the appeal of the uniform.
The skirts that cut off just above the
knees appeased the domestic role cast
upon women during the time period.
They also showed just enough bare leg
to draw a certain intrigue.
For the players wearing them, it
hurt to slide, carving up skin from their
calves to thighs all in the name of making it to base safely. Jochum didn’t care.
She welcomed the needed toughness.
Playing for the South Bend Blue Sox
in the All-American Girls Professional
Baseball League (AAGPBL)—made
famous by the movie A League of Their
Own—“Sockum” Jochum was a prototypical leadoff hitter who got on base
any way she could. She’d then wreak
havoc on the basepaths, often beating
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the throw by acquainting herself
with the infield’s dirt surface.
Her play made her a fan
favorite in a league created during the height of World War II
to fill stadiums as Major Leaguers fought overseas. There were
outside voices criticizing females
challenging society’s status quo
at the time. Women playing
professional baseball made the
noise louder.
Once again, Jochum didn’t
care. Sports-obsessed since a
child, she was getting paid to
play a game she loved. To heck
what naysayers thought. She was
too busy eyeing up the base she
was about to steal next.
“That’s just the background
noise,” said Jochum, who still
has plenty of energy to burn in
her Indiana community of South
Bend. “You don’t pay attention to
that, really. People think you did, but you
don’t. I didn’t, anyway.”
From Jochum’s perspective, the
more scars on her legs the better. That
meant she was piling up the hits and
scoring runs for her team, becoming one of the league’s toughest outs
during her five-year playing career
from 1943-1948. In 1944, she led the
AAGPBL in batting average (.296),
hits (128), and singles (120). She stole
127 bases and also pitched in her final
season.
The league’s popularity spiked 50
years after its existence with the release of the Hollywood film. Jochum
doesn’t recall anybody saying there’s
no crying in baseball, a popular line
from the movie, but has many proud
memories of her part in a league that
put a spotlight on women’s athletics.

“They made history because they
played a professional sport,” said Marilyn Thompson, director of marketing at
The History Museum in South Bend. It
has a gallery dedicated to the AAGPBL.
The league is showcased as well in
the Smithsonian National Museum of
American History in Washington, D.C.,
which is where Jochum’s uniform is
displayed.
Sports always drove Jochum. The
daughter of German-speaking Hungarian immigrants grew up in blue-collar
Cincinnati during the Great Depression.
She and her brother played whatever
they could on the pavement. Soccer,
horseshoes, tennis—you name it. She
started softball around age 12, with skills
that landed her on a travel team across
the Ohio River in Kentucky. She played
in a pair of national tournaments.
In early 1943, she came across a
newspaper ad. The AAGPBL, newly
formed under the direction of Cubs’
owner Philip Wrigley, was holding tryouts for women seeking to play professional baseball. Jochum didn’t need to
read much else. Before long, she was
headed to Wrigley Field in Chicago for
a tryout, stepping onto grass that was
mostly gender exclusive.
“It was awesome,” she said. “Women don’t go on Wrigley Field very often.”
She made the diamond her home
for five years, traveling by bus and train
across the Midwest to play ball until
retiring at age 27. She had asked the Blue

Betsy Jochum makes frequent appearances, including
at local minor league games, promoting the AAGPBL.
(Betsy Jochum photos courtesy of The History
Museum, South Bend, Indiana.)

Sox for a raise. They instead traded her
to Peoria, but she didn’t want to leave
South Bend or her team. It was time
to pursue other options, so she left the
league that disbanded in 1954.
She still loved sports and hoped to
teach physical education. Twila Shively
’54, who played five seasons on three
different AAGPBL teams, told Jochum
about a school known for its education
about three hours away from South
Bend. Jochum consequently came to
Normal and obtained her teaching
degree.
“You didn’t have to buy your books
there,” she said of Illinois State. “That
was a big factor.” She remembers the
University having a small-campus feel
back then. She worked as much as she
could in administrative offices between
classes, leaving little time for campus
activities. There was no option for her
to continue as an athlete given Illinois
State did not field a varsity softball team
until 1965.
Jochum’s degree in health, physical
education and recreation prepared her
to teach physical education. She did so
for 26 years, mostly in the South Bend
district at Muessel Elementary. She also
embraced her role as an ambassador for
the history of the AAGPBL, keeping the
spirit of the league alive by telling her
story across the country and encouraging female athletes to pursue their
dreams.
At the time Jochum played, she
wasn’t thinking of the effect she might
have on future generations. And yet she
made history playing professionally well
before the Title IX-era. She now delights
in watching women compete on television, from her local Notre Dame basketball players to the U.S. women’s soccer
team in the World Cup last July.
While such high-caliber play is
taken for granted today as common,
Jochum can testify to how gradual progress has been for female athletes, including herself. While sliding bare-legged
into bases back in the 40s, Jochum and
her league mates laid a foundation for
women in sports.

Paul DeJong ’15 is now in his fourth season as the shortstop for the St. Louis Cardinals.
(Paul DeJong photos by Taka Yanagimoto/St. Louis Cardinals.)

I

n his present life, Paul DeJong’s work
usually warrants an exclamation
point. He blasts titanic home runs in
front of 40,000 people. He dazzles in the
field with diving plays and laser-beam
throws. But the St. Louis Cardinals’
shortstop has always been motivated
by a different form of punctuation: The
question mark.
The 2015 biochemistry graduate has
sought answers on how the world works
around him since he can remember. He
understands there’s a process involved
with almost everything. As he put it,
numbers are a language to describe science.
“I’m definitely more of a big-picture
guy,” DeJong said.
Perhaps that mindset has contributed to his rapid rise to baseball stardom,
going from under-recruited high school

prospect to Major League All-Star. DeJong has squeezed the most out of every
stop in his journey because he loves to
learn. He believes in experimentation
and seeks out scientific reasoning.
At Antioch High School, he was
named the science department’s “most
outstanding student” and earned a spot
on the National Honor Roll. He one day
hoped to go to medical school. Because
of his academic prowess, DeJong had his
pick of universities.
He also believed he was good
enough to play ball at the next level.
DeJong was an all-area player in high
school, hitting .430 as a senior. But he
tore his ACL twice in basketball, causing him to miss a pair of seasons and fly
under the radar of high-profile baseball
schools and scouts.
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“HE IS MY MENTAL IMAGE OF A STUDENT-ATHLETE. SOMEBODY

WHO IS ATHLETIC, WHO WORKS TO DEVELOP THOSE SKILLS, BUT
ALSO PAYS ATTENTION TO THE ACADEMICS.”
-DR. MARJORIE JONES, BIOCHEMISTRY PROFESSOR

going to remain at ISU
and complete his degree.
Doing so meant another
school year to frequent
favorite eateries such as
Flat Top, D.P. Dough, and
La Bamba Burritos.
He finished with a
cumulative 3.76 GPA and
crossed the commencement stage one month
before the Cardinals took
him in the fourth round
of the 2015 draft. That
same year, he earned the
Missouri Valley Conference Commissioner’s
Academic Excellence
Award.
“He is my mental image of a student-athlete,”
said Dr. Marjorie Jones,
a biochemistry profesWhile carrying a 3.76 GPA as a biochemistry student, DeJong
sor. “Somebody who is
was a two-time first-team All-Missouri Valley Conference player at
athletic, who works to
Illinois State. (Photo by Dennis Banks.)
develop those skills, but
also pays attention to the
DeJong wanted to excel athletically
academics. It was obvious he was very
and academically. Illinois State offered
serious.”
opportunity on the field and in the classJones had DeJong as a student at
room. He signed on to be a Redbird as a
the same time scouts began flooding
preferred walk-on and came to campus
Illinois State baseball games to see the
as another student-athlete. He left as one
power-hitting right-hander. Despite the
of the best ever.
rigorous baseball schedule, the two often
“It was all for the better, and when
conversed in detail about a subject matit counted, Illinois State was there,”
ter. Jones recalled a particular conversaDeJong said. “It’s all part of my journey
tion on athlete nutrition.
now, so I never have any mixed feelings
“We were talking about how best
about it. It’s all just what my story is.”
to prepare spinach. Should you eat it
DeJong hit .326 with 23 home
raw? Should you fry it? We had this great
runs and 113 RBIs in 144 career games
discussion,” said Jones, who wouldn’t be
at ISU. He was twice named first-team
surprised to see DeJong pursue medical
All-Missouri Valley Conference, while
school once his baseball career is over.
twice getting drafted by a Major League
“It’s fun as faculty to have students actuteam. When the Pittsburgh Pirates
ally care about learning and then use
selected him in the 2014 draft, DeJong
what they learn.”
had already made up his mind he was
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That kind of attention to detail has
paid dividends in DeJong’s professional
baseball career. Never ranked as a top-10
prospect in the Cardinals’ system, he
shot through the minor leagues and
made it to St. Louis in just two seasons.
The big picture was always in mind. He
got there by doing all of the little things,
such as preparing his body with most
effective nutrients correctly.
Last season, he played in 159 of 162
regular season games and started all nine
postseason contests for the National
League Central Champion Cardinals.
It was DeJong’s first go around in the
playoffs. He went 2-for-4 with two RBIs
during St. Louis’ 13-1 Division Series
clinching victory against the Atlanta
Braves on October 9.
“Everything was just about the
now,” DeJong said of the playoffs. “It really made the game feel a lot more open
and a lot more engaging.”
Entering 2020, DeJong had slugged
74 home runs in 382 career Major
League games. He was a finalist for the
National League Gold Glove award last
year. The Cardinals rewarded him with
a six-year contract extension in March
2018. He played in his first All-Star
Game last July—not too far removed
from his days suiting up on spring afternoons at Duffy Bass Field and experimenting in a campus laboratory.
If being a Major League All-Star
is the science, the steps in the journey
are the numbers to describe it. DeJong
remembers each one with gratitude,
especially his growth at Illinois State.
“It really makes me appreciate that it’s
almost an out-of-body experience knowing where I came from,” he said. “I try to
be humble with the journey, and that’s
why I love getting back to ISU whenever
I can.”

Because of you

Redbirds
are rising
“Thank you for believing
in my future.”
Tiondra Little
People-oriented marketing major
 lack Colleagues Association
B
Scholarship recipient

“Your generosity is making
my education possible.”
Julia Miller
Future educator
 oward Paul and Eithal Hanson
H
Curry Scholarship recipient

“Your scholarship has
given me focus.”
Connor Hoegger
Consumer sales enthusiast
 rofessional Sales Alumni
P
Scholarship recipient

Want to make a difference in the final months of the
Redbirds Rising campaign? Rise up and be counted as
we aspire to reach 15,000 Redbirds Strong! Every gift,
to any university designation, will help us reach our goal
this year. To learn more about Redbirds Rising and make
your gift today, visit RedbirdsRising.IllinoisState.edu/gift.

by Susan Marquardt Blystone

E

very Tuesday afternoon during
the academic year a group of
administrators and staff gather
for what is one of the most confidential
conversations held on campus. Secluded
in a conference room in the Student
Services Building, representatives from
at least seven university units discuss
students who are dealing with a mental
health issue.
In what is the epitome of Illinois
State’s commitment to individualized
attention, the group reviews by name
and specific circumstances the situation of each student. Those seated at the
table contribute to conversation about
students facing circumstances that range
from sinking depression and crippling
anxiety to suicidal ideations or attempts.
Each provides input tied to their
specialty, be it through Housing, Student
Access and Accommodation Services,
the ISU Police Department, academic
support provided within University College, Financial Aid, or legal counsel. Staff
from Counseling Services and Health
Services, who are bound by confidentiality, contribute as consultants.
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“We address the needs of the
whole student, which isn’t the case at
every university,” said Dr. Sandy Colbs,
Student Counseling Services director.
“Our outreach is prevention focused and
based on the reality that mental health
struggles are part of being human.” The
evidence of this truth exists on all college campuses, as higher education overall faces the dilemma of how to handle
escalating student mental health needs.
The American Council on Education reported in 2019 that a mental
health crisis at U.S. colleges and universities is worsening. There is consequently increased and unmet need
among students in a population at risk,
as documented by the National Institute
of Mental Health. It confirms that suicide is the second leading cause of death
among college students. The National
Alliance on Mental Illness has published
an equally startling statistic: One in
four college students has a diagnosable
mental illness.
Colbs has witnessed the increased
need for mental health programs and
outreach during her 19 years directing

ISU’s counseling services, which is confidential and without cost for enrolled
students. She reports that the national
demand for campus mental health care
has jumped 30 percent in the past decade, while enrollment has climbed less
than 6 percent. “It’s not that we have
more students, but rather a dramatic increase in the number that have received
previous treatment and come to campus
with a diagnosis,” said Colbs, who has
seen the statistic of students seeking
help at ISU triple since she arrived in
2001.
She estimates the office serves
approximately 9 percent of the student
body that totaled 20,878 at the start of
the academic year. The number helped
climbs higher when adding in students
who seek aid in other offices that partner to create the University’s mental
health safety network. Included are staff
who serve on the Redbird Care Team
that meets weekly. They intervene when
students display unhealthy or dangerous
behaviors that are reported by faculty,
staff, or peers, or are revealed when the
person seeks self-help.
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get eye-to-eye and face-to-face and address issues with students
“ Webefore
they escalate. We can’t stop everything from happening,
but the vast majority of the students we encounter who are suffering
or in distress go on to graduate and are successful.

Some cases emerge through the
University’s Critical Incident Response
Team. Other students seek out residence hall staff or the Dean on Duty, an
administrator ready to be a resource for
any enrolled who are facing an emergency, overwhelmed by an academic or
personal issue, or just needing guidance
in dealing with a campus situation that
ranges from paying a parking ticket to
challenging a grade.
Staff partner to strategize plans
that meet each student’s individual
needs—from communicating on their
behalf with faculty about upcoming assignments or absences to being a liaison

with family members. Students always
ultimately decide their goals, with staff
facilitating the steps to reach each one
through an after-care plan that ranges
from ongoing counseling sessions to putting their studies on hold.
The team also discusses progress
made as students flourish after receiving support orchestrated through the
Division of Student Affairs, which stands
ready to help Redbirds grappling with
everything from homesickness and
sexual identity to test anxiety, family or
financial crises, and psychotic breakdowns.

”

“We just want to make certain students are aware of all that is available for
them,” said Dr. John Davenport, Ph.D.
’15, who is ISU’s dean of students. He
describes his office as the pipeline for
support across campus. He is proud of
the University’s care team structure and
stellar resources in place. For example,
in 2019 Student Counseling Services received the Excellence in Group Practice
Award from the American Psychological
Association.
Beyond group sessions, Student
Counseling Services and Student Health
Services partner to offer individual
therapy appointments, psychiatric care,

Core members of ISU’s mental health response team include, clockwise from left, Quanisha Kumi-Darfour, John Davenport, Aaron Woodruff, and Sandy Colbs.
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THE POWER OF PERSONAL ATTENTION
Many students who seek help at ISU are dealing with an
issue that does not fall into the category of a mental illness,
but rather an emotional circumstance so overwhelming it is
difficult to function. Such was the case for Kayla McFarland,
who knew at the start of her junior year that her struggle
was crippling.
“I had stopped going to class and was giving up. What
I wanted to do was not participate in anything,” recalled
McFarland, who began that fall semester in August 2016
just four days after the funeral of her mother, Patricia. “I
knew the first day of classes that I was not going to be the
student I was the year before.”
McFarland was actively engaged at her South Elgin
High School, where she was captain of the gymnastics team
and helped organize extracurricular events. To minimize
loans, she took waitress jobs while earning her diploma. As
a student in communication at ISU, she worked at TV-10 and
as a morning DJ on WZND. During her sophomore year she
began serving at Olive Garden in Bloomington, but opted to
be home the following summer when her mother became
critically ill with cancer.
“She got really sick. It seemed one day she was fine,
and the next we got the prognosis that she would live four
to six months,” McFarland said. “It was so hard because we
were very close.”
Her heart was so broken that one day she walked into
the Dean of Students Office in tears. Associate Dean of
Students Jill Benson was the Dean on Duty that day. “She
listened, and I knew she was because she welled up with

and a 24-hour crisis hotline. There is an
eating concerns assessment and treatment team, as well as a relaxation room.
Ongoing outreach programs range from
sexual assault and relationship violence
to The Body Project that focuses on
positive self-image, and wellness classes
that teach self-care.
There are also off-campus referrals
that are needed because Student Counseling Services often has a wait-list as
early as a month into the fall semester—
another indicator of the fact students
come to college burdened.
“I have been in this profession
for 25 years and can tell you that the
things we deal with now weren’t issues
we faced 15 years ago,” Davenport said,
giving as an example the fact students
exhibit high levels of anxiety beginning

tears when I shared my
story,” McFarland recalled.
“I knew then that she really
did care.”
Together the two
developed a plan for
McFarland to deal with her
grief through therapy and
open communication with her
professors. Benson helped arrange
assistance through Student Access and
Accommodation Services, which allows students to take
mental health days when situations make it impossible for
them to cope with the academic load.
McFarland made the decision to remain enrolled and
work through her darkest days, doing so with Benson as
her confidant and mentor. “She was able to guide me in
the direction I needed to go. She took me under her wing,”
McFarland said.
It’s consequently no surprise the two remain in touch
despite McFarland living in Chicago and working as a
business development representative at Groupon. She
keeps on her cell phone a photo she captured, above,
of Benson and herself at graduation ceremonies that
McFarland attended in May 2018.
Crossing the stage was a moment of celebration for
both ladies, and a special opportunity for McFarland to
acknowledge her love for her mother. Patricia’s presence
and memory were apparent through the words McFarland
added to her mortar board: “I Did It Momma!”

on move-in day. “Students are passionate
and come to college under pressure. The
things they have experienced in high
school are heavy.”
Davenport attributes the change in
part to the fact today’s college generation is over scheduled, pressured to
excel in a broad range of activities, and
is in large part successful. This is especially true academically at ISU, which
maintains high admissions standards.
“More and more we have students
enroll who have never failed. It is jarring for them when a grade drops or a
professor is critical of an assignment,”
Davenport said of the cohort that has
grown up in the tumultuous post-9/11
world. They also represent a population
that has relied heavily on technology to
build relationships through social media,

which Davenport describes as a twoedged sword.
“We all post our best life,” he said,
which creates a false sense that others
are thriving. He counters that perception with the example of students living
on the same residence hall floor going
through a similar tough experience but
unaware of the other’s burden.
While some of the difficulties
surface for a student while at ISU, the
reality is that more are arriving with
special needs documented through an
IEP (Individualized Education Program)
or with a diagnosis that requires ongoing
medication and counseling. As a result,
ISU Police Chief Aaron Woodruff and
his officers regularly handle calls for a
wellness check, intervene when students
are at risk of harming themselves or
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others, and handle transports to local
hospitals when necessary.
Police also deal with increased
instances of students self-medicating.
Woodruff reveals that drugs such as
Adderall or Xanax that have been prescribed to stabilize a student’s mental
health are increasingly being used by
peers who have emotional pain. Regardless of what the one who is hurting
faces, ISU’s solution always begins with
individual attention from skilled staff in
units across campus.
“Every single officer is crisis intervention team certified,” said Woodruff,
who has led the department for eight
years. The addition of a therapy dog has
become a positive force as officers work
one-on-one with students in crisis. He
attributes the rising demand for such

academic year with information about
warning signs, services available, and
how to make a referral.
The end result is that Illinois State
does indeed work like a small private
college. “We get eye-to-eye and face-toface and address issues with students
before they escalate,” Woodruff said.
“We can’t stop everything from happening, but the vast majority of the students
we encounter who are suffering or in
distress go on to graduate and are successful.”
That fact is confirmed by Dean of
Students Office Case Manager Coordinator Quanisha Kumi-Darfour ’06. Her
focus is on serving the nearly 13,000 students living off campus, while a peer fills
the same position for the residence halls.
The case manager’s role is to help stu-

management or questioning why they
are living. The focus is always on the
positive and proactive, with the objective of helping students avoid their crisis
mode again,” said Kumi-Darfour, who
delights in celebrating at commencement with the same individuals she
guided through a valley.
“Most of the students we work with
end up feeling better and are responsive to care,” said Colbs, who issues
the reminder that the majority of ISU
students are doing well without the need
for intervention. For those who do need
a helping hand, the University is ready,
willing, and able to provide services that
result in a success story for the campus
overall.
“Our team members are right in
step with best practices,” said Daven-

My job is to help students get started on a path forward from whatever
“ their
issue may be, whether it’s time management or questioning why

they are living. The focus is always on the positive and proactive, with the
objective of helping students avoid their crisis mode again.

”

services in part to the fact there is less
stigma tied to individuals wrestling with
mental health issues.
There are student groups on campus that make it easier for peers to reach
out for help, including To Write Love on
Her Arms, and Students Ending Mental
Illness Stigmas. The Student Government Association worked with communication majors to create a YouTube
video that encourages students to seek
help.
Student Affairs does an excellent
job of sharing with incoming students
and their families in Preview sessions
each summer what mental health
services are available. Faculty and staff
receive a mailing at the start of each
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dents solve problems in a practical way
that empowers them and holds them
accountable for their own progress.
Listening is essential, as is providing
information about resources and lifting
up students to think critically, engage in
self-care, and learn to self-advocate.
“I am a source of encouragement.
I tell students that what they are going
through is normal, that they are not
alone, and that we all need somebody.
I help them build a resiliency,” said
Kumi-Darfour, who typically has a case
load of more than 100 students at any
given time.
“My job is to help students get
started on a path forward from whatever
their issue may be, whether it’s time

port, who can cite myriad examples
of students still connected to the staff
members who provided guidance
through a dark period.
Each story exemplifies the University’s core value of individualized attention in action, a commitment that results
in one unchanging reality Davenport
speaks without hesitation: “Our students
know there is someone on campus who
cares about them.”

TRUST
THROUGH

TRUTH

Alum tackles tough
metro assignments by
building relationships
BY NICK ERICKSON

A

s Kansas City mayor Quinton Lucas called for a vote,
Zac Summers ’11 leaned forward in his seat on the 26thfloor chamber at City Hall. The WDAF FOX4 reporter had a
council meeting agenda littered with notes in one hand and
microphone in the other. He knew the significance of the vote.
One by one, all 10 council members gave an “aye” as citizens with Pride flags broke out in jubilee. On that November 14
afternoon, Kansas City became the second Missouri city to ban
conversion therapy on LGBTQ minors.
As citizens exited, so too did Summers—not to partake
in the celebration but to capture it. He orchestrated powerful
interviews with LGBTQ Kansas Citians traumatized as youths
from attempted conversion therapy.
“Our industry, we are literally documenting history, and
it’s cool. Part of your job as a journalist is to just be a human
being,” said Summers, who always seeks a human element
to make his stories relatable to viewers. Reaching them is
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Zac Summers is a trusted voice as a broadcast journalist in Kansas City.
Previous page, Summers interviews a member of the LGBTQ community on
November 14 at a Kansas City council meeting following the passage to ban
conversion therapy on LGBTQ minors within the city.

increasingly difficult in an era where journalists are accused
of fabricating news and are too often seen as society’s enemy
versus watchdog.
While at election coverage in November, a citizen
confronted Summers as a “fake news” reporter. Summers
delivered a strong yet respectful retort. “I’m a local reporter

“Our industry, we are literally documenting
history, and it’s cool. Part of your job as a
journalist is to just be a human being.”
who lives and works in this community, and that’s where my
allegiance lies,” he said. “I literally go into work trying to tell
the best and most informed story so you know what is happening in our community.”
Such encounters reinforce to Summers that the news
industry is under a constant microscope. That fact has only
strengthened his determination to build trust with his people
skills and commitment to bettering his community through
fair and balanced storytelling of news that ranges from horrific
to heartwarming.
Summers was on the July 2018 scene in Branson, Missouri, after a duck boat got swept under during a storm at
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Table Rock Lake, killing 17 people on board. He has helped
tenants in deplorable conditions by exposing landlords. He has
also knocked on doors asking family members to speak on losing a loved one in traumatic incidents, including homicides.
Always observant, Summers also captures everyday citizens. He saw on Facebook a woman’s surveillance video post
showing a sanitation worker walking her 88-year old mother
up the driveway. Summers identified the employee (as Billy
Shelby) and featured the Good Samaritan.
“First and foremost, he’s a professional,” Fox 4 Executive
Producer Polly Van Doren said. “He conducts himself eloquently. He commands respect when he walks into a scene or
someone’s living room. He can handle hard news because he is
smart, he thinks well on his feet, and he asks tough questions.”
It’s a skill Summers began to hone while at Illinois State,
where he studied broadcast journalism and gained confidence
interacting with others as a member of Glee Club, Alpha Tau
Omega, an Office of Admissions’ tour guide, and a student
reporter at TV-10. His personality even then allowed sources
to feel comfortable speaking to him and sharing their experiences.
“It’s got to be a huge majority of people he’s left feeling
like ‘Wow, that young man cared. He took some time to tell
my story, and I’m better off because of it,’” said TV-10 News

WZND helped Summers learn how to handle broadcast
pressures such as going live, but his heart always belonged to
television news. He knows the hands-on experience at TV-10
prepared him to launch his career.
Summers didn’t shy away from tough stories even then.
His instincts took over as he made sure there was coverage
of the October 2011 death of woman who fell from Watterson
Towers, as well as a Delta Sigma Phi house fire that same year.
Those were some of the first times he recalled thinking like a
reporter in “the real world.”
“That’s the beauty about television,” he said. “The further
you go up in this industry, you either rise to the occasion or
you are going to sink.” He has been climbing higher since

“I think journalism is the same no matter
what market you are in. It’s just the higher
you go, the stakes are higher because you
don’t have room to make mistakes.”

Director Laura Trendle-Polus, who mentored Summers as an
undergraduate.
He came to ISU from his suburban St. Louis childhood
home in Alton. The second youngest of 11 siblings, learning to
co-exist in that environment taught him how to be congenial.
“I sometimes think growing up with 11 different personalities
helped me figure out how to navigate different people and how
to approach different people,” he said. “You can’t approach
everybody the same.”
There wasn’t a cable presence in that home, but the family
did watch the news on a nightly basis. Summers was fascinated by the stories. The first one he remembers vividly was
the Waco Siege of 1993. Then came 9/11. A seventh-grader at
the time, Summers saw how reporters recounted details and
shared countless personal stories on that darkest of September
days.
Not long after that he thought about broadcast journalism
as a career. To pursue that dream, Summers had to do something nobody in his family had done: Graduate college. He
arrived at ISU determined to maximize learning opportunities.
Unable as a freshman to join TV-10, Summers worked at
the student radio station, WZND, his first year. He did news
cut-ins before moving on to deejaying under the alias DJ Summertime. “It was cheesy looking back on it, but it was fun,”
Summers said with a laugh.

becoming the first in his family to cross the collegiate commencement stage.
Graduating fulfilled a lifelong mission for his mother,
Vallerie, and motivated Summers to keep moving forward.
“I grew up in a family where we didn’t have a lot,” he said. “I
guess I have just always had this drive to be better than my
circumstances that I was born into.”
Summers started his television reporting at a station in
the Tri-Cities region in south central Washington before moving to College Station, Texas. In 2017, he got his shot in one of
the country’s most rapidly growing metro areas: Kansas City,
Missouri. The bigger market brings a wider range of stories,
with Summers covering NFL MVP Patrick Mahomes’ charity
event one evening and a fatal shooting the next. Yet his approach to storytelling hasn’t changed since his days at ISU.
“I think journalism is the same no matter what market
you are in. It’s just the higher you go, the stakes are higher because you don’t have room to make mistakes,” said Summers,
who knows that success starts with relationship building. As a
result, he has a network of sources in the metropolitan area of
approximately two million.
In his beginning stages on the job, Summers has developed relationships and gained such a strong reputation that
people have felt comfortable speaking to him during their
most vulnerable moments. He’s shone light on everyday heroes. He’s given a voice to the voiceless. He has proven to be
anything but fake.
Editors note: To see Zac’s early reporting at TV-10, go to
IllinoisState.edu/Magazine. Follow his work on Twitter
@ZacOnTV.
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Dr. John Sedbrook, seated, works with a team
of graduate biological sciences students on
a research project to turn pennycress into a
source of biofuel. Holding byproducts of the
weed, they are from left, Dalton Williams,
Barsanti Gautam, Brice Jarvis, Danny
Marchiafava, and Maliheh Esfahanian.
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Weed

Wizard
P RO F A LTER S PL A N T G E NE S TO CR E ATE WONDE R C ROP

by Rachel Hatch

S

cientists mentioning the word “mutation” may invoke sinister images
of darkened labs and bubbling beakers. For Dr. John Sedbrook, however,

a genetic mutation is a means to help the planet.
An ISU professor of genetics,
Sedbrook is devoted to integrated plant
biology and bioenergy, meaning his
research focuses on bringing out positive
genetic traits in plants. “We’re making
mutations that are good,” he said. “That
is the whole story behind domestication,
these very rare mutations that make a
plant into a crop.”
Sedbrook is one leader on a scientific team that received a $10 million grant
from the United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) to turn plants
into sources of biofuels. The grant,
which will assist several institutions,
concentrates on converting the weed
pennycress into a viable crop planted by
farmers to cover their land during the
winter months.
“The beauty of Thlaspi arvense, or
pennycress, is that it grows from fall
to spring,” Sedbrook said. “This would
not only help the environment, but also
produce oilseeds that farmers can sell in

these economically challenging times.”
The grant will enable Illinois State
to expand research, education, and
outreach for domesticating pennycress
for use in biodiesel, jet fuel, and animal
feed. If adopted more widely, Sedbrook
believes cover crops can help mitigate
environmental damage.
“Plants like pennycress take carbon
dioxide out of the atmosphere to grow.
Instead of adding to carbon in the
atmosphere by digging for fossil fuels,
you’re taking carbon that’s already there.
So it’s a zero-sum game,” Sedbrook said
in explaining the project that is just one
of his research initiatives, which spans
decades.
All of Sedbrook’s scholarly endeavors are based on his underlying interest
in identifying molecular genetic mechanisms in plants that can be exploited to
improve crops for human use without
compromising the plant’s health. A
founding member of the Great Lakes

Bioenergy Research Center funded by
the U.S. Department of Energy, his lab
identified beneficial mutations in grasses—which can improve switchgrass,
Miscanthus, and corn stems and leaves—
for their use in generating biofuels.
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Research results in estimates that oil from pennycress seeds has
the potential to produce three billion gallons of fuel per year.
Sedbrook prepared for such scholarly
work by completing a doctorate in genetics
at the University of Wisconsin in Madison,
with postdoctoral study undertaken
at Stanford University in California. A
recipient of ISU’s University Research
Initiative Award and the College of
Arts and Sciences Outstanding College
Researcher Award, Sedbrook secured
millions in external funding for his
research prior to the $10 million grant.
The funds advance research that
will potentially impact farmers and fuel
production across the country. In the
Midwest alone, nearly 80 million acres
of land devoted to corn and soybeans sit
dormant in the winter months.
The planting of pennycress could
provide additional income beyond the
typical growing season, while creating
a positive force for the environment.
Sedbrook’s research results in estimates
that oil from pennycress seeds has the
potential to produce three billion gallons
of fuel per year. With the right infrastructure, that amount would help offset
a reliance on fossil fuels, while also
protecting and enriching the soil.

“Instead of nitrogen from fertilizers
leaching into the streams after harvest,
pennycress plants will soak it up. So the
plants are improving soil health and water quality as well,” he said, noting that
converting seeds into useable materials
is not a new concept. In the 1960s, the
almost unknown rapeseed was modified to create canola oil, which is now a
billion-dollar-a-year crop.
“This is the same path we’re taking with pennycress,” Sedbrook said,
acknowledging that the conversion of
rapeseed laid the foundation for the
current initiative. The work has involved
making two key genetic changes to
pennycress seeds to make them edible and more nutritious. Because wild
strains of pennycress do not always grow
uniformly, Sedbrook’s team has worked
to improve seed germination and crop
establishment.
Pennycress seedpods break open
easily, resulting in about 20 percent of
the seeds falling to the ground before
they can be harvested. Students in
Sedbrook’s lab have genetically fixed the
“pod shatter” problem.

Several Illinois State faculty and
staff members will join Sedbrook to lend
their expertise understanding the challenges and opportunities that come with
domesticating pennycress. Professor of
Water Ecology Bill Perry noted that the
work fits in with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s hopes to protect
water resources within Illinois and in
other downstream states.
“Our research may assist in meeting the goals of the Illinois Nutrient
Reduction Strategy, not only helping
to keep nutrients in the fields, but also
providing an economic return to farmers
during the offseason,” said Perry, whose
research will complement that of Assistant Professor of Crop Science Nicholas
Heller and Professor of Soil Science Rob
Rhykerd of the University’s Department
of Agriculture.
Grant funds will also support
outreach to farmers and the agricultural
community. Willy Hunter, Rebekka
Darner, and Matthew Hageman of Illinois State’s Center for Mathematics,
Science, and Technology will engage
with area 4-H programs.

Pennycress is a flowering weed that is processed in Sedbrook’s lab to create byproducts, far right, that include seeds, oil, and feed for cattle.
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“We’re meeting with 4-H administrators to begin to strategize how to
demonstrate different aspects of pennycress,” Sedbrook said. Students in
4-H could show how to extract oil, how
pennycress roots reduce soil erosion, or
explain the science behind biofuels.
Sedbrook hopes the new crop will be
a key player in the fight against climate
change. “Science indisputably shows that
climate change is a real and a present
problem that we need to address as soon
as possible,” he said. “Pennycress can help
do that while providing extra income to
rural communities. It’s a win-win.”
The grant also benefits those working toward commercializing pennycress.
Illinois State researchers join colleagues
from Western Illinois University, the
University of Minnesota, the Ohio State
University, the University of WisconsinPlatteville, and the St. Louis-based crop
development company CoverCress Inc.
in creating the USDA-funded Integrated
Pennycress Research Enabling Farm and
Energy Resilience (IPREFER) program.
IPREFER members look to establish an infrastructure that will enable
farmers to not only plant and harvest domesticated pennycress, but also deliver
the seeds to processing plants that will
convert them to fuel and feed.

Campus Models Social Responsibility
by Kate Arthur

Efforts to improve sustainability extend far beyond the laboratory at Illinois
State, due in large part to the efforts of Elisabeth Reed, above. The instructional
assistant professor in the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences is
director of the Office of Sustainability.
Her role empowers her to be an educator on issues such as recycling and
composting, which is about more than making garden soil from coffee grounds
and banana peels.
Reed also teaches about sustainability, defining it as making small changes that
will impact generations to come. That’s exactly what is happening across campus
—from refillable water stations to a free clothing repair service and recycling
household items students discard.
Reed surveyed students, faculty and staff about sustainability, drawing
more than 1,700 responses. The top suggestion was reducing single-use plastic.
Progress is already apparent as, for example, Hancock Stadium uses straws
made from corm.
Campus dining centers offer compostable takeout containers and tray-less
dining. Leftovers are composted and taken by an organic waste facility that
annually turns about 140 tons from ISU into soil. Some returns to campus for
landscaping projects.
“It’s a really great Redbird story. Students put their plates on a conveyor
belt, the leftovers go into this composting facility, and it comes back here into
the earth,” said Reed, who has the goal of placing compost bins alongside
recycling containers.
Another project on her list is to expand Pass-it-On, which began more
than 20 years ago by Sociology Professor Emerita Mary Campbell. University
Housing Services sets up collection bins and Army ROTC provides manpower
to deliver to donation centers items students discard when the semester ends.
As many as four truckloads a day are collected during a week.
A new project Reed is planning for this spring is similar to the little free
libraries that promote book exchanges, only these will hold school supplies.
The Student Sustainability Committee is working with the Engineering Technology Club to build donation boxes. The Renewable Energy Society will unveil
in the fall a grill powered by solar panels, and Fix-It Friday continues to grow.
Students provide free sewing repairs to keep clothing out of landfills. More
than 600 items have been mended in the three years since the program began.
Students are also showing their civic concern by desiring locally sourced
foods. Event, Management, Dining, and Hospitality staff increasingly rely on
Illinois farmers to provide rice, flour and lettuce. Reed is working with Students
for Fair Trade to offer products that can’t be sourced locally.
“We would love to be the first state school in Illinois to be certified fair
trade. It’s all about education,” said Reed, who acts on her conviction that
“learning should be happening in every corner of our campus.”
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AlumniAwards
The Alumni Association honored seven award recipients in February. Nominations are being sought for the 2021 Alumni Awards.
Deadline to nominate is May 31. Make a nomination online at Alumni.IllinoisState.edu/Awards.

Distinguished Alumnus
Jay D. Bergman ’70
CEO, chairman of Petco Petroleum Corporation
Hinsdale

Jay D. Bergman started his first business as
an ISU student, buying and selling recreational acreage in Wisconsin. After graduation, he expanded
the
business,
building and marketing condominium or vacation
projects in resort
areas in Wisconsin and Missouri.
His entrepreneurial spirit and
commitment to
service endured.
In 1987, Bergman
purchased oil wells in southern Indiana
and started Petco Petroleum Corporation
with one part-time employee. Under his
leadership, it developed into the largest
upstream oil company headquartered in
Illinois.
He remains CEO of the company that
employs more than 200 people and operates more than 1,000 producing oil and gas
wells with energy operations in six states.
Bergman is chair of the board and majority
owner of the First Secure Bank Group, consisting of eight bank facilities in suburban
Chicago.
He serves on the board of the AMITA
Presence Hospital Network, and is a trustee
of the Chicago Zoological Society/Brookfield Zoo and Civic Federation of Chicago.
The business administration graduate
was on ISU’s Board of Trustees from 2003
to 2017—the longest term served in the
institution’s governing board history. He
has served on ISU’s Foundation Board and
the Illinois Board of Higher Education.
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Bergman was inducted into ISU’s College of Business Hall of Fame in 2019. He is
faithfully in the stands supporting Redbird
football and basketball teams.

Maitland Commitment
to Education Award
Damian K. Gregory
Founder and executive director, Gridiron Group
Rutherford, New Jersey

Damian K. Gregory’s leadership abilities
emerged in 1999, when he was voted captain of the ISU football team during his
only year as a Redbird after transferring
from Indiana University. Ever since his
first-team All-American season as defensive tackle at Illinois State, Gregory has
focused on giving back, especially to underserved youth.
Following his six-year NFL career with
the Miami Dolphins, Cleveland Browns,
Oakland Raiders, and Tampa Bay Buccaneers, Gregory founded Gridiron Marketing Group LLC. It specializes in residential development planning, marketing, and
funding of housing initiatives—including
rentals for low-income families.
Gregory founded the Gridiron G.A.N.G.
(Giving Adolescents New Goals), a nonprofit organization advocating sports and
athletics to inspire destitute youth. The
goal is to create a pathway for success on
and off the field. Gridiron G.A.N.G. has
administered volunteer football camps and
lectures in Michigan, New Jersey, and New
York.
Gregory serves on the executive committee of the NFL Alumni Detroit Chapter
and is president of the board of trustees for the Calais Foundation, a nonprofit
that empowers children with learning and
behavioral challenges. He draws inspiration from his wife Shyla, son Damian Jr.,
and daughters Genevieve and Vivenne.

Alumni Achievement Award
Daniel Wagner ’89, M.S. ’94
Senior vice president of government relations
at Inland Real Estate Group
Wheaton

A student regent, academic senator, and
vice president and president of the Association of Residence Halls as an undergrad,
Daniel Wagner has spent his professional
life advocating for others.
Wagner is the senior vice president of
government relations at Inland Real Estate
Group in Oak Brook. A past president of the
Chicago Association of Realtors, he was the
2017 Chicago Realtor of the Year. He was
inducted in 2019 into the Hall of Fame for
the Illinois Realtors and the National Association of Realtors.
Wagner received the Institute of Portfolio Alternatives’ (IPA) Outstanding Service
Award in 2018 for his role as co-chair of the
Policy and Government Affairs Committee.
An IPA board member, he serves on the Illinois Chamber of Commerce board. Wagner
was inducted into the College of Arts and
Sciences Hall of Fame and the Steve and
Sandi Adams Legacy Hall of Fame.
The parent of an autistic child, Wagner
advocates for the special needs community.
For working to build a special needs park
and passing a special needs referendum,
he received the Advocacy Award for the
Illinois Parks and Recreation Association.

E. Burton Mercier Alumni
Service Award
Beverly Grimes ’60
Retired nurse
Peoria

Beverly Grimes has championed nursing
since graduating from Mennonite School of
Nursing in 1960. She worked at the Peoria
State Hospital, caring for patients with
mental illness. Grimes was the first nurse

there to treat patients in the locked unit
with cold pack hydrotherapy.
She pioneered diabetic care, fighting
for the long-term management of patients.
She created patient diabetic programs at
OSF St. Francis Medical Center in Peoria.
The American Diabetes Association honored the initiative as a Recognized Diabetes
Self-Management Program—one of the first
in Illinois.
Governor James Thompson appointed
Grimes to the Illinois Diabetes Advisory
Board. She was the first nurse in management to receive OSF’s Outstanding Nurse
Award. Grimes was a clinical nurse specialist at Caterpillar Inc. and continued her
career at Medtronic Diabetes.
She received the 1985 Diabetic Educator of the Year Award, Mennonite College
of Nursing’s (MCN) Distinguished Alumni
Award in 1992, and was Medtronic Leadership’s 2010 Outstanding Nurse Educator.
She serves on MCN’s Strategic Planning
Committee, was a member of the college’s
centennial gala committee, and volunteers
for Redbirds Rising.

Outstanding Young
Alumni Award
Paul DeJong ’15
Shortstop, St. Louis Cardinals
West Palm Beach, Florida

Before slugging home runs in MLB, Paul
DeJong was a standout Redbird on the
diamond and in the classroom. The starting shortstop for the St. Louis Cardinals,
DeJong played at ISU four seasons. He
earned honors completing a bachelor’s
degree in biochemistry.
DeJong hit .326 in 144 career games
at ISU and belted 23 home runs. He had a
3.76 GPA as a pre-med student, becoming a
four-time recipient of the MVC Commissioner’s Academic Excellence Award.
The two-time first-team All-MVC
selection was drafted in 2015. He was the
National League Central champion’s lone
representative in July’s All-Star game, and
was a finalist for the 2019 Gold Glove award
as shortstop.
In the 2019 season, DeJong hit 30 home
runs and 78 RBIs while playing in 159 of the
club’s 162 regular-season games. Entering
the 2020 season, he had a career .251 average for St. Louis with 74 home runs and 211

Award recipients with President Larry Dietz are, from left, Damien Gregory, Beverly Grimes, Griffin Hammond,
Jay Bergman, Jenna Goldsmith, and Daniel Wagner. Paul DeJong was unable to attend.

RBIs. In 2017, he was second in the National
League Rookie of the Year voting.
Dr. Jenna Goldsmith ’08, M.S. ’10
Instructor of writing, Oregon State UniversityCascades
Bend, Oregon

Working as a police reporter brought Jenna Goldsmith out of her shell. Now she
encourages sharing and expressing through
her writings and teachings.
Goldsmith is an instructor of writing at
Oregon State University-Cascades School
of Writing, Literature and Film. She is also
interim director for the university’s LowResidency MFA Program.
While at ISU, Goldsmith was involved
in the Feminist Led Activist Movement to
Empower. She was instrumental in organizing the Take Back the Night March and
Clothesline Project. She helped promote
the Women and Gender Studies student
research symposium.
Goldsmith continued her activism in
Oregon by taking a leadership role in establishing policies and procedures for developing and maintaining diverse, equitable,
and inclusive campus practices.
After earning her master’s degree with
a certificate in women’s and gender studies,
Goldsmith completed a Ph.D. in English
at the University of Kentucky. She won
the inaugural Kentucky Writers Fellowship
given to the outstanding Kentucky poet.

She also secured the Lexington HeraldLeader Fellowship.
Since taking the OSU-Cascades position, Goldsmith has received two grants
and has published critical interviews and
two poetry volumes. Six of her poems have
appeared in edited collections.
Griffin Hammond ’07, M.S. ’09
Documentary filmmaker at Recount Media
New York City, New York

A documentary filmmaker, Griffin Hammond is covering the 2020 presidential race
for Recount Media. He chronicled the 2016
campaign for Bloomberg News, interviewing every major presidential candidate.
Hammond is known for his DIY filmmaking tutorials on YouTube, and his
award-winning documentary Sriracha
about the popular hot sauce. The San Francisco Chronicle praised his film as “gorgeously shot.”
He’s taught filmmaking in 13 countries
as a global brand ambassador for Panasonic
cameras. The U.S. State Department sent
him on diplomacy missions that involved
conducting workshops in the Middle East
and Central Asia.
As an undergrad, Hammond worked at
TV-10 and taught as a graduate assistant in
ISU’s School of Communication. He’s since
worked at Millikin University, State Farm
Insurance, and YouTube Next Lab.
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RedbirdProud

Lifelong learning
Alumni appreciate free access to webinars

T

he Alumni Association provides lifelong learning and
career development opportunities for Redbirds long
after graduation. One way this objective is achieved is through Illinois State
Insights, a webinar and live stream platform.
Illinois State Insights encompasses
a variety of topics presented for free by
authors, field professionals, Illinois State
faculty and staff, and alumni experts.
The platform kicked off last fall with
New York Times bestselling author James
Clear, who discussed his book Atomic
Habits. Clear explained how the surprising power of small habits have a huge
impact on life.
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Since the launch, topics covered
have included finding a career you love,
learning the art and science of creativity, making a difference, willpower, and
negotiation. The most recent shared
ways to incorporate humor into the
workplace to increase team productivity, manage stress, and create a positive
work culture.
“The Alumni Association constantly seeks new ways to engage alumni
outside of traditional gatherings,” said
Alumni Engagement Executive Director
Kris Harding, M.S. ’94. “Through Illinois
State Insights, Redbirds have access to
free professional and personal development resources, allowing them to develop skills and seek new ideas after leaving
Illinois State’s campus.”

Webinars and livestreams are available monthly. Registration is easy, and
emails are sent periodically to remind
participants when and how to connect
to the webinars. To learn more about the
topics and to register, visit alumlc.org/
ilstu.
There are many other opportunities
for Redbirds across the globe to connect and learn through the Alumni Association, including an online book club.
Members join for free and discuss a new
book every two months. Find out May’s
selection by visiting Alumni.IllinoisState.
edu/Services.
The website also offers information to access Milner Library’s database,
insurance options, alumni networks,
Alumni Association social media platforms, and career services for alumni.

Alumni News
Nominate royalty for
Homecoming 2020
Plans are underway for Homecoming
2020: Redbirds in Flight, which is set for
October 19-25.
Nominations are being sought for
the alumni king and queen, as well as the
prince and princess. Application forms
are available at Homecoming.IllinoisState.edu/Royalty.
To be eligible for alumni king and
queen, graduates must have celebrated
their 50th class reunion, have a strong
university connection, and be able to
attend Homecoming events throughout
the weekend. King and queen nominations are due July 17.
Children between the ages of 5 and
9 at the time of Homecoming 2020 and
whose parents or grandparents are ISU
graduates are eligible to be the prince
and princess. Nominations are due
August 21.
A Town and Gown 5K and 1-mile
Fun Run/Walk will be held Saturday
morning, followed by the parade. The
Redbirds will take on Western Illinois
in an afternoon football game. To learn
more about events as they are scheduled,
visit Homecoming.IllinoisState.edu.

Alumni meeting set
Alumni are invited to the Alumni
Association annual meeting at 9:30 a.m.
on June 20 in the Alumni Center. Agenda
items include the election of members
and officers to the Alumni Association
Board of Directors.
Alumni who have made a gift
through the University Foundation in
the current or preceding year are eligible
to vote at the meeting.
Go to Alumni.IllinoisState.edu/
Association or call (309) 438-2586 for
more information on the meeting and
selection process.

From the archives

More than a century before the Student Fitness center opened in January 2011, the University’s first
gymnasium existed in Cook Hall. Completed in 1898, the building provided students with a gym that
was 40 feet wide by 90 feet long and 22 feet high. Equipment of the era was added, including ropes,
ladders, rings, parallel bars and dumbbells, with space for basketball games. Women were required
to wear dark suits with bloomers, as shown in top photo from the early 1900s. By comparison,
today’s rec center is 170,000 square feet. It includes cardio and weight training space, four fitness
studios, multiple courts, an indoor track, swimming pool, and climbing wall. Today Cook Hall is
home to the School of Music.
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ClassNotes

Historic appointment
Alumna first African American and female to lead ISU’s governing board

J

ulie Annette Jones ’90 will complete her first year as chair of
the University’s Board of Trustees this summer. In the nearly
24 years since Illinois State obtained its
own governing board, Jones is the first
African American and the first woman to
hold the leadership position.
“Serving as chair is not about me. It
is yet another avenue of service and to be
a role model for Redbirds,” said Jones,
shown above. Her degrees were in political science and psychology. She earned
her juris doctorate from Emory University and is an attorney at her law firm,
Julie Annette Jones P.C., in Oak Forest.
“Since my time as a student and continuing now, the education and opportu-
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nities I received at Illinois State University have opened many doors to me as
a black, female, first-generation college
student from the south side of Chicago,”
Jones said. “It is a pleasure to serve in
this role because I want to assist my alma
mater to become better.”
Jones worked 15 years in corporate law and two years in estate planning before starting her firm. Beyond
her career, she is actively engaged as the
immediate past president of the National
Council of Negro Women—Chicago Central Section. She serves on the Board of
Trustees at St. John Missionary Baptist
Church, and is a member of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority Inc.

Her campus involvement includes
serving on the University’s Attorneys
Advisory Board, as a past president of the
Black Colleagues Association, and formerly on the Alumni Association Board
of Directors. As the Board of Trustees’
chair, she exemplifies the possibilities
available for underrepresented students
and alumni despite their economic or
political status.
Jones holds a seat on the board
until January 2025. She intends to continue contributing in every way possible
throughout her term, and encourages
other Redbirds to become involved.
“Your opinions and contributions
matter at Illinois State University,” she
said. “Your continued service and dedication are recognized.”

60s

70s

William Landis ’63 is retired after 22

Perry Pelish ’70 retired after a career
on stage and appearances on television shows, as well as in movies;
resides in Reno, Nevada.

years as assistant superintendent
for business and operations of
McHenry School District 15 in Illinois; resides with his wife, Elaine,
in St. Augustine, Florida.
Augie Boehm ’66 retired from Physi-

cians Mutual Insurance Company;
resides with his wife, Ute, in Hayward, Wisconsin.
Charles Stark ’66, M.S. ’68, is retired

from Lincoln-Way High School
District 210; worked more than
40 years as director of choirs; created Madrigals program; oversaw
construction of four auditoriums;
Lincoln-Way Central auditorium
named The Charles R. Stark Center for the Performing Arts in his
honor; resides in New Lenox.
Douglas Bush ’67 retired as direc-

tor of guidance at Belleville East
High School; his wife, Ruth (Baumann) ’68, retired from teaching
first grade for Signal Hill School
District 181; couple resides in
O’Fallon.
Ray Fenton ’67, M.S. ’68, worked

as director of research at Fenton
Research before retiring; ended
consulting to travel and camp;
resides with his wife, Donna, in
Tucson, Arizona.
Carol (Cease) Skinner ’68 retired

after 43 years as an educator;
served 21 years as a middle school
assistant principal; resides with
her husband, Michael, in Crestwood, Kentucky.
Ellen (Drenkhahn) Huck ’69 retired

from teaching in the Racine Unified School District and as adjunct
at Carthage College; resides with
her husband Laurence, in Racine,
Wisconsin.
Don Johnson ’69 is a contract admin-

istrator with Shell Oil; resides in
Fountain Valley, California.
Thomas Ruggio ’69 retired after 37

years as a teacher and administrator at building and district levels;
served Woodridge 68 School Board
for 15 years; elected Illinois Association of School Board director
for DuPage Division; resides with
his wife, Coni, in Woodridge.

Marty Tipsord ’70, M.S. ’86, retired

after teaching, selling insurance,
and working as a rural letter carrier; enjoys international travel;
resides in Saybrook.
George Rodman, M.S. ’71, is a profes-

sor of television, radio and emerging media at Brooklyn College;
resides with his wife, Linda, in
Lloyd Harbor, New York.
Gary Huston ’72 retired after 40
years as a State Farm Insurance
Company agent; he and his wife,
Connie (Brandt) ’71, reside in Buckeye, Arizona.
Darlene Kluka ’72, M.A. ’76, is retired

dean of the School of Human Performance and Leisure Sciences at
Barry University; inducted into
the Commission on Sport Management Accreditation’s first Hall of
Fame class in the Master Professor
Award category; resides in Gonzales, Louisiana.
Patrick Callahan ’73, M.S. ’77, is a

clinical supervisor at Western Governors University; college supervisor at Culver-Stockton College;
resides with his wife, Valerie, in
Knoxville.
Mary Halicki ’73 retired as director
of marketing and promotions for a
casino business under Promotions
Great River Entertainment; resides
in Burlington, Iowa.
Barbara (Hammer) Schaudt ’73 is
retired from teaching home economics in Illinois School District
16; resides with her husband,
James, in Woodridge.
Mary (Doscotch) Stockam ’73 retired

from teaching gifted and talented
students; resides in Webb City,
Missouri.
Marc Loro ’74 retired from the Illi-

nois Secretary of State Office as
deputy director of administrative
hearings; resides with his wife,
Judith, in Springfield.
Ed Neaves ’74, MBA ’02, is the man-

aging broker of Berkshire Hathaway Home Services Snyder Real

Pause for applause
Intensive care
Mennonite College of Nursing graduate Tyler
Relph ’12 is a critical care nurse and Captain in
the U.S. Air Force Reserves. A member of the
military Critical Care Air Transport Team, his
job involves helping injured servicemembers
overseas in austere conditions and with limited resources. Troops are typically injured by
Improvised Explosive Devices, gunshots, and burns. Relph, who resides
in Morton, works on a team that includes a physician and respiratory
therapist. They typically fly to Middle Eastern countries and transport
the injured by air back to Germany before they are able to return to the
U.S. for long-term care.

Empowered educator
Dr. Daniel López Jr., Ph.D. ’02, began his presidency at Chicago’s Harold Washington College
(HWC) in January. He accepted the position
while vice president of Student Affairs at Northeastern Illinois University and after more than
25 years in higher education. López graduated
from HWC as part of his journey from a formerly
undocumented, first-generation and English as a second language student. HWC enrolls approximately 12,000 students, with more than 70
percent of the student body Latinx or African American. López’s leadership roles involve serving on several boards, including the Illinois Latino
Council on Higher Education, and Diversifying Faculty in Illinois.

Driven by purpose
Jim Graham ’83 went from campus to working
for Ford Motor Company. Throughout more than
30 years with the firm, he has met with U.S.
presidents and celebrities; as well as traveled
with Henry Ford’s great grandson, Edsel Ford.
Graham is global manager of Ford Driving Skills
for Life, which is one of the company’s marquee
programs. It builds partnerships in every state to advance safe teen
driving. Free training is provided to the newly licensed drivers. Graham
was recognized in 2019 by the Governors Highway Safety Association
for having made a tremendous impact in improving highway safety.

Artful impact
The Illinois Art Education Association chose
Kristen Lajeunesse-Roach ’04 as the 2019 Art
Educator of the Year. A graduate of the Wonsook Kim College of Fine Arts, she earned a
master’s degree in art education at Boston University. She is an art and design educator at
Lake Zurich High School, where she teaches AP
and honors studio art, ceramics, sculpture, and photography classes.
Lajeunesse-Roach teaches creativity as a core skill. Her own work has
been showcased in various shows, including the Chicagoland Artist
Exhibition. Married and mom to two sons, she is co-writing a futureforward learning experience grounded in design thinking.
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How we met
An ordinary day on campus turned out to be anything but for Phil Loveall ’63,
M.S. ’65.
As the education major was walking toward the south side of campus on
Main Street, Loveall noticed a woman near Walker Hall, a residence building
that once stood where the Student Fitness Center is today. “My initial question
was ‘Who is that girl?’” Loveall said.
Determined to answer his own question, Loveall summoned a friend
of his who also was a friend of hers. She was Mary Ann Derfler ’63, a fellow
education major who also happened to live in Walker Hall. Shortly after, the
then-sophomores went to grab a bite to eat off campus on a Sunday night.
They started discovering mutual interests such as being active in church,
as well as taking advantage of events going on around campus such as Big Four
dances and movies in Capen Auditorium. It didn’t take long for either to realize
their relationship seemed to be headed for the long haul.
A couple of years later, Mary Ann was living off campus. Phil came over
to study one night. She showed him her mother’s wedding ring. Phil took the
opportunity to put it on her finger and ask for her hand in marriage.
Mary and Phil Loveall at ISU’s love bench
After Mary Ann said yes, the two rushed over to a payphone behind Fell
Hall to call Mary Ann’s parents about the news. On June 16, 1963, the two wed at the United Methodist Church on School Street in Normal.
They spent their working lives as educators in the Chicagoland area while raising a family. Their son, Mark, graduated from the University’s College
of Business in 1988 and serves as a vice president at AIG in San Francisco. In 2013, Mark founded an insurance scholarship for students who display
hard work and skills in the industry.
Last April, with Mark unable to make it from California, Phil and Mary Ann attended the award ceremony and met the two recipients and their
families. Now retired, they reside in Elk Grove Village. The campus visit brought them back to a place that had shaped them both personally and professionally years earlier.
“Those years at ISU were some of the best years of our lives,” Mary Ann said. “When we go to visit, it still just brings back wonderful memories.”

Estate in Bloomington; serving
as the 2020 president of Illinois
REALTORS; resides in Normal.
Bill Swanson ’74, M.S. ’80, Ed.D. ’89, is

an adjunct sociology professor at
Alfred State College; resides with
his wife, Jayne, in Belfast, New York.
Lisa (Larsson) Ashley ’75 retired as a
school social worker; resides with
her husband, James, in Eden Prairie, Minnesota.
Christine (Wolnik) Dewey ’75, M.S.
’77, retired as chair of the counsel-

ing department at Triton College;
resides with her husband, Charles,
in Glendale Heights.
Vicky (Stancliffe) Hanson ’75 retired

Ernest Mooney ’75 is a self-employed
attorney specializing in commercial litigation; resides in Newport
Coast, California.
Jolinda Simes ’75 retired after teach-

ing 44 years; all but two were
with Minneapolis public schools;
resides in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Pete Bienemann ’76 is retired from

Caterpillar Inc. as a computer programmer; resides in Brimfield.
Carl Hulse ’76 is the chief Wash-

ington correspondent for the New
York Times; authored Confirmation Bias: Inside Washington’s War
Over the Supreme Court, from Scalia’s Death to Justice Kavanaugh;
resides in Washington, D.C.

from working as a kitchen and
bath designer/consultant; full-time
artist making prints and painting;
resides with her husband, Jay, in
Portage, Wisconsin.

Jody (Wendland) Leiby ’76 retired
as a probation officer from Rock
Island County Court Services;
resides in Rock Island.

Rebecca Johnson ’75 is CEO for the

Henry Ziller ’76 retired from XL

American Board of Pathology;
resides with her husband, Michael,
in Tampa, Florida.

Catlin Insurance after 39 years as a
senior loss prevention consultant;
resides with his wife, Carol, in
Conifer, Colorado.
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Mary McNamee Bower ’77 served 40
years as chief curator of art at the
Evansville Museum of Art, History
and Science; named the museum’s
executive director in 2018; resides
with her husband, David, in Evansville, Indiana.

Donald McNulty ’80 retired after 36
years of work in property loss prevention with FM Global Insurance
Co.; was operations vice president
and group manager of account
engineering; resides with his wife,
Terry, in Indianapolis, Indiana.

Charles Hughes ’77 retired from Lap-

Kristine (Orth) Stayton ’80, M.S. ’87,
is a retired educator; taught special
education; piloted blended classroom of at-risk and special education students in Unit 5; consults
and conducts Pre-K screenings;
resides with her husband, Kerry,
in Normal.

eer County Health Department; he
and his wife, Kyle Dietrich-Hughes
’76, reside in Lapeer, Michigan.
James Evans ’78, M.A. ’82, retired as

library director from Everglades
University in Tampa; resides in
Spring Hill, Florida.
Edwin Fizer III ’79 retired as a detec-

tive from the Chicago Police
Department; is a private investigator; resides with his wife, Deborah,
in Clearwater, Florida.

80s
Timothy Como ’80 retired from the

Department of Defense Educational Activity; worked eight years
in Belgium at Brussels American
School; taught 30 years in Georgia;
resides in Rock Falls.

Dawn (Capper) Yingst ’80 is retired

from the Antiquarian Society at
the Art Institute; assists her husband, James, with archaeological
work at Garfield Farm Museum;
active in Quester, a national historic preservation organization;
resides in Elburn.
Gregory Anderson ’81 is the execu-

tive vice president for finance and
operations at the University of
North Texas Health Science Center; resides with his wife, Janet, in
Fort Worth, Texas.

DeAnn (Ash) Worth ’81 is a life claim

examiner at State Farm Insurance
Company; participates in medical
mission trips; enjoys three grandchildren; resides in Normal.
Michelle Burris ’82 is a compliance
inspector for the State of Colorado
Health Department; resides in
Grand Junction, Colorado.
Beverly (Sholer) Dale ’82, M.S. ’83,

is a professor of sexuality and
religion at Lancaster Theological
Seminary; founder and chair of the
nonprofit Incarnation Institute for
Sex and Faith; coauthored Advancing Sexual Health for the Christian
Client: Data & Dogma; resides with
her husband, Lawrence Souder, in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
John Dwyer ’82 is a clinical psy-

chologist; founding partner of the
Meridian Group of Chesterfield, a
private practice; resides with his
wife, Judy, in Midlothian, Virginia.
Kevin Daly ’83 retired after 34 years
as a commercial liability claims
adjustor for Farmers Insurance;
resides with his wife, Joy, in Branford, Florida.
Mitchell Hamann ’83 retired after 36

years in education; was principal at
Coal City High School; resides with
his wife, Annette, in Coal City.
Bob Hedstrom ’83 is regional vice

president of communications and
payments for Change Healthcare;
resides with his wife, Julie, and his
three children in Naperville.
Sharon (Flynn) Phares ’83 retired

from Indian Prairie School District
after 35 years teaching elementary
and gifted children; her husband,
Michael ’81, is senior director of
sales with Club Quarters Hotels
in Chicago; their son, Kevin, is a
freshman at ISU; couple resides in
Naperville.
Jami Simon, M.S. ’83, is an actress;

co-starred in an episode of the
NBC series New Amsterdam in
2019; had principal role in the
film Kurt; co-starred in short film
Rachel Dratch; resides in New
York, New York.
Phillip Casey ’84 is a seasoned ener-

gy industry lawyer and partner
with Calfee, Halter and Griswold
LLP; co-chairs the Public Utility Regulatory practice group for

the firm and manages its office in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
William Frank ’84 has worked 35
years as a forensic scientist with
the Illinois State Police; is the DNA
research coordinator and technical
leader for the southern laboratory
region; resides with his wife, Karla,
in Chatham.
Tamara (Marks) Furda ’84 retired
from United Airlines after 27 years
as a flight attendant; volunteers
at local animal shelter; resides in
Naperville.
Al Goodwyn ’84 retired as director

of Homeland Security at the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Savannah
River National Laboratory; resides
with his wife, Marcia, in Herndon,
Virginia.
Kenneth Harris Jr. ’84 retired from

Steve Kampwerth ’85 has worked
in automotive parts distribution
for 33 years; resides with his wife,
Michelle, in Birmingham, Alabama.
Todd McElroy ’85, M.S. ’94, is vice

president of the Higher Education
Oracle Division of Sierra-Cedar
Inc.; resides in Fountain Hills,
Arizona.
Jennifer (House) Merzdorf ’85 is
the communications director for
the Davidson School of Chemical
Engineering at Purdue University;
resides with her husband, Russell,
in West Lafayette.
Scott Neururer ’85 retired after 23

years as senior vice president
of operations at United Health
Group; he and his wife, Piper, and
their three sons reside in Coto de
Caza, California.

23 as an administrator; resides with
his wife, Lynette, in Princeton.
Cory Cassens ’86 has served 33

years as executive director of Jo
Daviess County Farm Service
Agency; resides in Stockton.
Ruth (Ravve) Greenfield ’86 is a pro-

ducer with Fox News Channel;
resides with her husband, Ted, in
Evanston.
Christopher Janicak, M.S. ’86, is a
professor at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania; resides in Export,
Pennsylvania.
Michael Perrott ’86, M.S. ’88, certificate ’97, retired after 33 years as

a public school educator; worked
as superintendent of two school
districts at same time since 2013;
resides with his wife, Patricia, in
Frankfort.

the City of Milwaukee Police
Department as a patrol bureau
lieutenant after 24 years; earned a
doctorate and is an associate professor at a local university; resides
with his wife, Carla, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Sherri Sawyer ’84 is chief financial
officer of Maxxsonics USA, a global audio industry leader; resides in
Lake Villa.
Roberta “Bobbie” (Raymond) Smith,
MBA ’84, is retired after starting

executive leadership consulting practice; worked 20 years
combined at State Farm Insurance Company, GE Financial, and
New England Financial; resides
with her husband, Raymond, in
Altamonte Springs, Florida.
Kevin Viktor, M.S. ’84, M.S. ’91, is

retired from teaching special
education and counseling over 30
years in Arizona; resides with his
wife, Lyne, in Pensacola, Florida.
David Blyth ’85 and his wife, Deanna
(Poynter) ’85, both retired after 34

years of teaching; reside in New
Lenox.
Debbie (Malley) Ciarmelli ’85 teaches

first grade at Poway Unified School
District; resides in San Diego,
California.
Donna (Hensen) Driscoll ’85 is a col-

lege of business professor at Robert Morris University; resides with
her husband, David, in Morton.

Celebrating diversity
National award-winning broadcast journalist Soledad O’Brien delivered
a message of empowerment at a Latino Cultural Dinner held last fall. A
champion of diversity who is known for her work on NBC, CNN, and two
documentary series titled Black in America and Latino in America, O’Brien
posed with some of the 450 in attendance, second row center.

Mark Thorndyke ’85 is a wealth man-

agement advisor and Certified Financial Planner for Merrill Lynch in Chicago; named one of America’s Top
Wealth Advisors by Forbes; named
in 2018 Forbes Best-in-State Wealth
Advisor, and Barron’s Top 1,200
Financial Advisors for 10th consecutive year; resides in Barrington.
Robert Bima ’86 is retired from

Princeton Elementary School District 115 after 33 years in education;
worked 10 years in the classroom,

Steve Denault ’87 is executive vice
president and chief operating
officer of COUNTRY Financial;
a pilot serving on Central Illinois
Regional Airport Authority Board;
member of ISU’s Foundation
Board; resides in Bloomington.
Carol (Fredenrich) Dodge ’87 is the

manager of molecular pathology
at the University of Illinois Hospital and Health Sciences Center;
resides with her husband, Mark, in
LaGrange.
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Redbird legacy
Illinois State freshman Jalen Love learned early on the value of going to
college and pursuing a degree. His parents, Larry and Betty Love, were
both first-generation college students who found a home at the University.
They graduated in 1994, with Larry earning a degree in athletic training and Betty studying medical laboratory science. The western Chicago
suburbs became their home. He is the owner and sports medicine specialist of Total Body Wellness and Performance in Westmont, while she is a
registered nurse at Hines VA Hospital.
While both gained the academic knowledge needed to push them
forward in their careers, they also learned the value of interacting with
people from different backgrounds. They wanted their children to have
that same experience. Jalen, a kinesiology and recreation major, certainly
has during his first year on campus.
“My son can live that legacy,” Larry said. “That legacy is now meeting
good people and putting that benchmark and blueprint on Illinois State’s
campus.” He enjoys participating in events with Jalen, including a legacy
family brunch sponsored by the Office of Alumni Engagement last fall.
When Larry was applying for schools, Illinois State was the first one Jalen and his father, Larry, during a campus visit
to respond to his application and show a genuine interest in having him on
campus. He took great pride in being a student of color in the sports medicine program.
While Jalen was introduced to Illinois State at a young age with his parents’ campus connection, Larry and Betty let him make his own college
decision. Just as his father had experienced, Illinois State was one of the first schools to respond to Jalen’s application. That was a strong sign to Larry
that Jalen could have a similar experience both in and out of the classroom.
“That let me see Illinois State was about getting students instead of getting the right kind of student,” Larry said. “To me, the more students you
have the more diversity you have on campus.”
Jalen is the third of Larry and Betty’s children to attend college. They are both excited that he has extended the family’s Redbird legacy.

Brigitte (Oetzel) Grant ’87 is a phil-

Kevin Stone ’88 is a sales executive

anthropic strategist; named vice
president for development at the
University of Texas Health Science
Center at Houston, Texas.

with Touchpoint Logistics; resides
with his wife, Julie, in Galesburg.

Eric Hoss ’87, MBA ’90, is a technol-

ogy director at State Farm Insurance Company; resides with his
wife, Theresa, in Bloomington.
Kim Stewart ’87 is the executive

assistant to the Unit 5 School
District superintendent; clerk
to the school board; authored
four books and is a Mary Kay
consultant; resides in LeRoy.
Neal Getz ’88, M.S. ’94, is a political

science lecturer at Texas A & M
University-Kingsville; he and his
wife, Betsy (Buckingham) ’89, have
three children; resides in Kingsville, Texas.
Charlie Simpson ’88 is chief com-

munications and marketing officer
with American Osteopathic Association in Chicago; resides in St.
Charles.
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Jill Granger, M.S. ’89, is a technical
writer with Sartorius; resides in
Ypsilanti, Michigan.
Mike Kileen ’89, ’00, is a software

engineer for the Boeing Company;
resides with his wife, Diane, in
Troy, Missouri.
Jane (Swift) Mann ’89, M.S. ’93, is a

reading specialist at North Side
Primary Center; resides with her
husband, Steve, in Herrin.
Mike Metzger ’89 is a district man-

ager for Ace Hardware Corporation; he and his wife, Ramona (Sitki)
’89, are parents to Nick, a senior at
ISU; couple resides in Springfield.
Kirk Salmela, D.A. ’89, retired after

36 years as a public school teacher
and principal of middle school
and high school in Illinois and
Colorado; resides in Fort Collins,
Colorado.

Gwendolyn Schwinke, MFA ’89, is
resident vocal coach with PlayMakers Repertory Company; assistant professor of voice and speech
in the MFA program at University
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; is
company vocal coach and training faculty for Shakespeare and
Company in Leno, Massachusetts;
resides in Carrboro, North Carolina.
Lori (Wycoff) Stewart ’89 is the chief

financial officer of Kirby Foods
Inc.; resides with her husband,
Scott, in Saint Joseph.

90s
Michael Allikian ’90, M.S. ’93, earned
a juris doctorate from DePaul University and a doctorate in molecular biology from the University of
Southern California; prosecutes
patent applications for molecular
biology technologies; named a
partner in Marshall, Gerstein &
Borun LLP in Chicago.

Jamie (Stallings) Southerland ’90 is a
senior bankruptcy paralegal with
JD Graham Law Office; resides with
her husband, Bryon, in Belleville.
Michael Wells ’90, M.S. ’93, is presi-

dent of OSF HealthCare Children’s
Hospital of Illinois; resides with
his wife, Kim, in Danvers.
Tim Wisler ’90, MBA ’06, is a logis-

tics manager with Caterpillar Inc.;
resides with his wife, DeeAnne, in
Forsyth.
James Agnew ’91 retired as a master
detective with the police department in Kansas City; is a senior
corporate fraud investigator for
UMB Bank; resides with his wife,
Melissa, in Kansas City, Missouri.
Trina Dobberstein, Ph.D. ’91, is vice

president of student affairs and
dean of students at Baldwin Wallace University; received the 2019
Pillars of the Profession Award
from the National Association of
Student Personnel Administrators;
resides in Berea, Ohio.

Miriam “Mimi” Johnson-Howlett ’91

Amy (Slappey) Denhen ’93 is the

works for the Frisco Independent
School District in Texas; resides
with her husband, Mark, in Little
Elm, Texas.

executive administrator at POINTCORE Construction; resides with
her husband, John, in Morton.

Teresa Blanden ’92 is the assistant

director of the Principal’s Scholars
Program at the University of Illinois; resides in Champaign.

James Donelan ’93 is the executive
director of TOIRMA; re-elected
Ward 9 Alderman in Springfield;
resides there with his wife, Cassie.
Jason Driver ’93 is a regional library

Alison Kitzman ’92 is a full professor
of business at Kindai University
in Japan.

director and interim district chief
with the Chicago Public Library;
resides in Chicago.

David Nelson ’92 is a marketing

Gilbert Hale ’93 is a behavioral

associate for Applied Ecological
Services; graphic designer; substitute teacher in Lake and McHenry
counties; resides in Richmond.

administrator for Saint Paul
schools in Minnesota; his wife,
Tracy (Barlow) ’96, is an accountant
for Sunshine Senior Living; they
have two children and reside in
Edina, Minnesota.

Shannon Sesterhenn ’92, M.S. ’94, is

the associate dean of students at
Midwestern University; resides
with his wife, Cynthia, in Peoria,
Arizona.
Andrea (Shandor) Thorpe ’92 is the

executive vice president and chief
experience officer of COUNTRY
Financial; resides in Bloomington.
Heather Bates ’93 is a resource

teacher of learning and behavior
with the New Zealand Ministry of
Education; resides in New Zealand.

Cathy (Schultz) Oloffson ’93, M.S. ’94,

Eric Olson ’94, M.S. ’01, is a senior
research scientist with Pharmaceutical Product Development Inc.
in Madison, Wisconsin, where he
resides.
Julie (Hoaglin) Plattner ’94 is the

vice president of lending at United
Community Bank; resides with her
husband, John, in Pittsfield.
Daniel Ackley ’95 is founder and
CEO of The Sensory Research
Foundation Inc.; helps students
who are visually impaired; resides
in Washington.
Angelyn Anderson ’95, M.S. ’97, com-

pleted an Ed.D. in ethical leadership at Olivet Nazarene University;
completing a documentary titled
Reclaiming Bronzeville; community
college educator; principal consultant at Angelyn Anderson Consulting; resides in Chicago.

is vice president of development
for Easterseals Central Illinois;
her husband, Dave ’94, M.S. ’95, is a
brand promotion specialist in public affairs at State Farm Insurance
Company; resides in Normal.

Sheryl Drake ’95, M.S. ’00, is an
associate chemistry professor at
Parkland College; resides in Thomasboro.

Susie (Rippel) Palmer ’93 is a sales

Suzanna Henshon, M.S. ’95, is a

account manager at Sony Pictures
Entertainment; completing MBA
at Arizona State University; resides
with her husband, Doug, in Litchfield Park, Arizona.

professional writer with more
than 400 publications; “Teaching
Empathy: Strategies for Building
Emotional Intelligence” appeared
recently in Today’s Students; resides
in Naples, Florida.
Chris (Egley) Juhasz, M.A. ’95, com-

pleted a doctorate in educational
leadership; resides with her two
children in Allentown, Pennsylvania.
Kurt Lindemann, M.S. ’95, completed

a Ph.D. in communication at Arizona State University; professor
and director of graduate studies in
the School of Communication at
San Diego State University; resides
with his wife, Heather, in San
Diego, California.

Redbird ties still bind
Sixteen girls who became members of the Lambda Rho Co-Op in 1967
formed strong and enduring friendships. Reunions have been held every
three years since they graduated 50 years ago. Those who attended
the 2019 gathering in Colorado were, from left, Laurie Willets ’70, M.A.
’72, of Chicago; Mary Locke ’69 of Bethesda, Maryland; Pam (Flesher)
McFarland ’69 of Weldon; Linda (Stauter) Kinnikin ’68 of Joliet; Linda
(Ingold) Miller ’69 of Sonora, California; and Donna (Sulzer) Joss ’69 of
Encinitas, California.

Tina (Dyches) Taylor, Ed.D. ’95, is an
associate dean and professor at
Brigham Young University; resides
in Spanish Fork, Utah.
Steve Peters ’96 retired as lieuten-

ant from the Springfield Police
Department; past supervising
investigator of Illinois Office of
Executive Inspector General agencies; past chief of internal affairs
for the Illinois Department of Revenue; resides with his wife, Vernee,
in South Carolina.

Kristi (Helton) Probst ’96, M.S. ’98,
Ed.D. ’17, works at the National

Center on Deaf-Blindness as an
initiative lead; works on assessment, planning, and instruction;
resides with her husband, Jason, in
Hortonville, Wisconsin.
Joel Reichensperger ’96 is the

radiation safety officer at Southern
Illinois University School of Medicine; his wife, Stacie (Norris) ’95,
co-chairs ethics and is director of
spiritual care and mission integration at HSHS St. John’s Hospital in
Springfield; daughter attends ISU;
resides in Springfield.
Amber Harvey ’97 is a forensic inter-

viewer with Children’s Advocacy
Center; resides in Hudson.
Shelley (Kiedaisch) Lingo ’97 teaches
social studies and is coordinator of
the business academy for Kankakee School District; resides with
her husband, Jason, in Manteno.
Amy Jo (Snyder) Mascal, M.S. ’97,

was named the 2019 Illinois High
School Principal of the Year by the
Illinois Principals Association; has
led Streator Township High School
for 12 years; taught English there
13 years; resides in Streator.
Andrew Bender ’98 is deputy general

counsel and senior vice president
of COUNTRY Financial and Illinois Farm Bureau; resides with his
wife, Penny, and their three children in Normal.
Devin Hansen ’98 is a former jour-

nalist; author of two books, fiction,
and plays; Guts: The Lane Evans
Story was released in 2019; resides
in Rock Island.
Latishia Baker ’99, M.S. ’06, has
taught 20 years; is a social studies teacher at Normal Community
High School; resides in Normal.
Fabiola Ehlers-Zavala, Ph.D. ’99, is a
full professor at Colorado State
University; executive director of its
INTO program; serves as secretary
of the American Association for
Applied Linguistics; resides in Fort
Collins, Colorado.
Theresa Farrell ’99 is a senior
research scientist at Fresenius
Kabi Transfusion Medicine and
Cellular Therapies; resides in
Zurich.
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Amanda (Byassee) Gott ’99 is a
circuit judge in the First Judicial
Circuit in Southern Illinois; one
of three female judges among the
21 serving the circuit; resides with
her husband, Ashley, in Marion.

Shanay (Huerta) Wright ’03, M.S. ’05,
is the director of TRIO student
support services and Student Success Center at Danville Area Community College; resides with her
husband, DeMarko, in Danville.

Beth Mayfield-House ’99 is the front
office manager at the International
Photography Hall of Fame; resides
with her husband, Henry, in St.
Louis, Missouri.

Danielle Cochran ’04, M.S. ’06, Ph.D.
’17, is a visiting professor at Loyola

University; resides with his wife,
Elise, in Joliet.
Brooke (Weishaupt) Lieder ’04 is a

Jamie (Anderson) Smalley ’99 is a

pediatric home-care nurse; resides
with her husband, Andy, in Bloomington.
Elna Williams, Ed.D. ’99, retired after

35 years as a teacher and library
administrator in Davenport, Iowa;
resides with her husband, Russell,
in New Cambria, Missouri.

00s

Back in the booth
WGLT listeners may remember hearing Joseph Davis ’81 host the station’s overnight jazz program while a student completing a mass communication degree. He returned to the broadcast booth during a campus
visit last fall. Davis went on to earn a law degree from Rutgers and is a
practicing attorney in the firm he established in Orlando, Florida.

Kyle Stevens ’00 is a financial repre-

sentative with COUNTRY Financial; his wife, Tanya (Jaworski) ’01
teaches second grade in Oak Forest
District 142; couple resides with
their five children in New Lenox.
Dana Trunnell ’00, M.A. ’02, is an

associate professor of communication at Prairie State College;
resides in Chicago.
Andrea Zurkamer ’00 is the chief

risk officer at Heartland Bank and
Trust Company in Bloomington;
resides in Normal.
James Anderson Jr. ’01 is vice presi-

dent of Superior Self Storage Inc.;
resides with his wife, Kimberly (Granacki) ’02, in West Dundee.
Michele Breyne ’01 is interim princi-

pal at Grande Reserve Elementary
School in Yorkville.
B. J. Draugelis ’01 is a physical

education teacher at Donald
Parker Early Education Center in
Machesney Park; has a daughter;
resides in Rockford.
Matthew Goodwin ’01, M.S. ’03, is
dean of students at Saint Joseph’s
College; resides with his wife,
Maria, in Standish, Maine.
Candice Halbert ’01 is a scientific

associate for the liquids reflectometer, a research instrument at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s
Spallation Neutron Source facility;
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established the nonprofit Youth
Outreach in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics to
address diversity in STEM fields;
resides with her son in Knoxville,
Tennessee.
Jennifer (Louie) Trainum, M.M. ’01, is

a Suzuki violin teacher at the University of Alabama; resides with
her husband, John, in Northport,
Alabama.
Aimee (Hale) Butcher ’02 and her
husband, David ’86, are parents of

three children; daughter Hayley
was born in May 2019; family
resides in Galena.
Aubrey (Howie) Carpenter ’02 is

the director of curriculum and
assessment for Bismarck-Henning
Rossville-Alvin Cooperative High
School District; she and her husband, Brian, have five children and
reside in Danville.
Aimee Davis ’02 is the director of
learning at the Field Museum;
resides in Chicago.
Jerrett Dumouchel ’02 is the associ-

ate vice president of Institutional
Effectiveness at Florida State
College in Jacksonville, where
he resides.
Scott Garrett ’02 is the director of

Athletics at Cleveland State University; resides with his wife, Kristy

(McGann) ’02, and two children in

Avon, Ohio.
Craig Maynard, M.S. ’02, is vice presi-

dent for Finance and Facilities and
CFO at Eureka College; resides
with his wife, Lisa, in Eureka.
Courtney (Davis) Schmitz ’02, M.S.
’04, is the communications coordi-

nator for the College of Southern
Nevada; resides with her husband,
Chris, in North Las Vegas, Nevada.
Emily (Carson) Ebert ’03 is the direc-

tor of finance at St. Anthony Summit Medical Center in Frisco, Colorado; resides with her husband,
Jake, in Dillon, Colorado.
Alison (Green) Kelly ’03 is a senior
specialist in internal/corporate
communications at Honeywell
Aerospace; resides with her husband, Patrick, in Phoenix, Arizona.
Raymond Lawhorn ’03 completed an
MBA and master’s in accountancy,
both at Indiana University-South
Bend; earned a Ph.D. in operations management from Purdue
University; is the principal accountant of Lawhorn LLC; resides in
McCordsville, Indiana.
Telisa Walter ’03 is a program ana-

lyst with the U.S. Department of
Labor; resides in New York, New
York.

senior communications representative in Global HR Communications for Caterpillar Inc.; she and
her husband, Andrew, are the
parents of three children; Emma
Dorothy was born in September
2019; family resides in Normal.
Gina (McKay) Young ’04 is a princi-

pal network engineer for AT&T;
resides in Lockport.
Robert Battey ’05 works in the
schools at Fort Campbell in a position through the Department of
Defense; resides with his wife,
Susan, in Clarksville, Tennessee.
Jamie (DalCorobbo) Healy ’05 teaches
future special education teachers
at Trinity Christian College; owns
a yarn shop; resides with her husband, Rob, in Crete.
Robert “Bo” Mays ’05 is the COO of

Sterling Federal Bank; his wife,
Shannon (Crawford) ’02, teaches sec-

ond grade at St. Andrews Catholic School in Rock Falls; couple
resides in Sterling.
Amanda Bylczynski, M.S. ’06, com-

pleted a doctorate in community
college leadership from Ferris
State University; associate professor of history at Edison State Community College; resides in Piqua,
Ohio.
James Darnell ’06 is pastor of the
Warwick United Church of Christ
in Newport News, Virginia, where
he resides.
Erik Frantz ’06 is a senior software
engineer with RLI Corporation;
resides with his wife, Shannon, in
Peoria.
Caroline Oles ’06 completed an
MBA at the University of Georgia;
manager of technology, media and
telecommunications practice at
Deloitte Consulting; resides with
her husband, Travis, in Alpharetta,
Georgia.

Dan Ritzke ’06 founded the consult-

ing agency Third Act Marketing;
resides with his wife, Laura, in
Chicago.
Susan (Honzik) Sierakowski ’06 is

controller of Pampered Chef;
resides with her husband Brett in
Downers Grove.
Emily (Andersen) Wilk ’06 teaches
middle school language arts;
resides with her husband, Paul, in
Schaumburg.
Miriam (Bonilla) Castro ’07 has

earned two master’s degrees;
worked as family and consumer
sciences teacher; served as dean
of students; counselor at Palatine
High School; resides with her
husband, Ricardo, in Roselle.
Breann (Till) Imig ’07 is an Illinois

state trooper; resides with her
wife, Melody, in Springfield.
Gino Lech ’07 is an athletic trainer

with Northwestern Medicine;
resides with his wife, Kira, in
Round Lake.
Nicole (Bussell) Sutherland ’07 is a

marketing manager with Cullinan
Properties Ltd.; named one of Peoria Magazine’s 2019 Leaders Under
Forty; resides with her spouse,
Beau, in Peoria.
Laura Braun ’08 is a member of the
marketing and public relations
team at Anchor Brewing Company;
works as a music journalist with
bylines in Rolling Stone, She Shreds,
and Thrillist; resides in San Francisco, California.
Brian Kelly ’08 is a strategy direc-

tor for the marketing agency Ivor
Andrew; his wife, Nicole ’07, is a
special education teacher; they
have three children and reside in
Geneva.
LeRoy “Lee” Linwood ’08 is the
executive director of We Care Inc.;
resides with his wife, Sonya, in
Peoria.
Heather Lumpp ’08 is a public rela-

tions account supervisor with
Mower, a national marketing,
advertising and public relations
agency; previously worked with
NASCAR teams; resides in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Amy Stumpf ’08, M.S. ’10, is a speech

and language pathologist with BDI

Playhouse Children’s Therapy;
resides with her husband, Dan, in
Aurora.
Katie Witkowski ’08 is managing

director of The Road Theatre
Company; she and her husband,
Noah Andrade, reside in North
Hollywood, California.
Jessica Barnes-Pietruszynski, Ph.D. ’09,
is an associate professor of English
at West Virginia State University;
resides with her husband, Jeff, in
Poca, West Virginia.
Fania Bourn ’09 is an actress; resides

in Chicago.
Kristy (Rapps) Frawley ’09 is prin-

cipal of Holy Trinity Catholic
School; resides with her husband,
Josh, in Fairview Heights.
Nathan Galbreath ’09 is a supervi-

sory budget analyst with the Army;
resides with his wife, Rosanna ’09,
in Linden, North Carolina.

Jennifer Zang ’09 completed a juris

doctorate at the University of
Illinois-Chicago; is an associate
attorney with Maatuka Al-Heeti
Emkes LLC in Champaign; resides
in Bloomington.

10s
Erin (Jacobs) Chicoine ’10 is a pho-

tographer; owns Studio E Photography; resides with her husband,
Benjamin, in Gunnison, Colorado.
Laura Decker ’10 is the event coordi-

nator for Shoreline Sightseeing in
Chicago, where she resides.
Nicole Kurtovich ’10, M.S. ’16, teaches
fourth grade in Plainfield District
202; recipient of the Bob Haisman
Teacher of the Year Award from
Illinois Education Association;
resides in Plainfield.
Edward Marto ’10, M.S. ’14, teaches

senior research analyst at Arizona
State University; resides with his
wife, Liana, in Scottsdale, Arizona.

in the EIS program at the School
of the Art Institute; is a reference
and instructional assistant at the
school’s Flaxman Library; resides
with his wife, Kaleigh, in Chicago.

Warren McCarty ’09 is an associate
attorney with Caldwell Cassady
and Curry law firm; works in intellectual property litigation; named
a 2019 Texas Rising Star; resides in
Dallas, Texas.

Juan Daniel Perez ’10 is an audit
specialist at U.S. Bank Corporate
Payment Systems; a member of Yes
and Toastmasters; volunteers with
immigrant organizations; resides
in Aurora.

Rebecca McDowell ’09 is the senior

Blaine Curcio ’11 founded Orbital

Jonathan Kurka ’09, M.S. ’11, is a

manager of staff and organizational development at Mountain View
College; resides with her husband,
Lamar, in DeSoto, Texas.

Gateway Consulting, which specializes in satellite communication
industry research; based in Hong
Kong.

firefighter and paramedic; resides
in Boise, Idaho.
Lauren (Gregory) Bunner ’12 is a reg-

istered nurse at St. John’s Hospital
in Springfield; resides in Jacksonville.
Kayla Carlson ’12 is head of design at

Twitch, crafting new experiences
in live streaming; resides with her
husband, Tyler Morten, in Oakland, California.
Mike DaPonte ’12 is the glass art lab
supervisor at New Trier Township
High School; resides with his wife,
Terie, in Palatine.
Brandon Gordon ’12 is an overnight
assistant coordinator for Children’s Home Association of Illinois; resides in Peoria.
Ramo Stott ’12, M.S. ’14, is a profes-

sional development coordinator
with the Haslam College of Business at the University of Tennessee
in Knoxville, where he resides
with his wife, Emily.
Nehemiah Chung ’13 is program
coordinator of international affairs
at the University of CaliforniaRiverside; resides in Ontario,
California.
Chris Durham ’13 is an infrastructure
analyst with State Farm Insurance
Company; resides in Normal.
Robert Hornbostel ’13 was nominated

for a Jeff Award for sound design
in the production of Nightmare
and Nightcaps: The Stories of John
Collier performed at Black Button
Eyes Productions; resides in Lakes
in the Hills.

Kathleen (Sherman) Miller ’09 is a
coordinator of graphic design at
the University of Illinois; resides
with her husband, Jeffrey, in
Champaign.

Megan Daly ’11 completed master’s
degrees in higher education and
sociology; is an academic advisor
at the University of Illinois-Chicago; resides in Chicago.

Ross Leary ’13 owns Northern Eagles
Golf Academy; resides in Roseau,
Minnesota.

Kathryn (Valle) Pedersen ’09 is the

Kim Karnatz ’11 completed a Ful-

a client manager at Cigna; resides
with her husband, John, in Chicago.

math department chair at Woodstock North High School; resides
with her husband and two children
in Union.
Rahasad Singletary ’09 is a physical

education teacher, football coach,
and Best Buddies sponsor at Oak
Park and River Forest High School;
resides with his wife, Anabel, in
Lombard.
Sarah (Kogut) Whalen ’09 is a school

psychologist for Geneva City
Schools; resides with her husband,
Zachary, in Farmington, New York.

bright in India; has lived in England
and Russia; she and her husband,
Michael, reside in Draper, Utah.
John Majewski ’11 graduated from

Des Moines University College of
Podiatric Medicine and Surgery;
completing residency at Cleveland Clinic Foundation; resides in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Sarah (Reinhofer) Strickley ’11 teaches
English at College of Western Idaho; her husband, Michael ’09, is a

Nellie (Romanowski) Mulrooney ’13 is

Kayla Richardson ’13, ’15, is the first
recreation therapist for a collaboration of suburban Chicago school
districts; resides in Palatine.
Natalie Richardson ’13 is an organi-

zational effectiveness consultant
for Slalom Consulting; resides in
Denver, Colorado.
Matthew Steckling ’13, M.S. ’15, is an

account manager for ZoomInfo;
resides in Vancouver, Washington.
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Michelle Trimpe ’13 is the senior
assistant director of admissions at
University of Chicago; resides in
Chicago.

ISU Playback Theatre; Chicagoland performances include improv,
movement and music; she resides
in Chicago.

Eli Van Sickel, M.S. ’13, is an access

consultant in the Disability
Resource Center at Purdue University; resides in Lafayette, Indiana.

Danielle Vogel ’14, M.S. ’18, is an
international student advisor with
University of the Incarnate Word;
resides in Pekin.

Grace Johnson Adams ’14 is a mar-

Elise Woodward ’14 is executive

keting and communications specialist with National Association
for Healthcare Quality; resides
with her husband, Benjamin, in
Chicago.

assistant to chief of human resources, administrative services
director, and personnel director
within Nebraska state government;
resides in Lincoln, Nebraska.

Adrienne (Boni) Banks ’14 completed

Christina Carreno ’15 is a bilingual

a master’s in social work at the
University of Texas-Austin; works as
a music therapist for at-risk youth;
hospice social worker; performing
cellist; resides with her husband,
Joseph ’15, in Austin, Texas.

school psychologist with Belvidere
School District 100; resides in
Loves Park.

Jonathon Brashear ’14 is a United
Methodist Church pastor in rural
Illinois town of Virginia; resides
there with his wife, Christina
(Stiens) ’15.
Philip Carter ’14 is the assistant

director of bands at O’Fallon
Township High School; resides in
Collinsville.
Melissa (Larson) Clayton ’14 complet-

ed master’s degree in speech language pathology from Jacksonville
University; is a speech language
pathologist at Mueller Pediatric
Therapy; resides with her husband, Alex, in Morton.
Astrid Gomez ’14 completed a mas-

ter’s degree in social work; is a
better birth outcomes case manager with Community Alternatives
Unlimited; resides in Bellwood.
Elizabeth Hayes, Ed.D. ’14, is a prin-

Alex Driskell ’15 is an assistant coun-

ty attorney in Salina, Kansas, where
he resides with his wife, Laurel.
Bryce Kiser ’15 and his wife, Brittany
(Piepenbrink) ’11, have married and

reside in Hillsboro, Oregon.
Zach Parker ’15 is a credit under-

Alice Somers ’15 is a qualified intel-

lectual disability professional
working at Little City Foundation;
resides in Lakemoor.
Dorian Williams ’15 is a Becoming a

Man (BAM) counselor with Youth
Guidance; resides in Oak Park.
Colin Wons ’15 is an associate with

Crestline Denali Capital; he and
his wife, Demi (Miller) ’15, married
in 2019; couple resides in Chicago.
Hannah (Ritter) Bickes ’16 is a human

resources recruiter with Decatur
Memorial Hospital; resides with
her husband, Cory, in Forsyth.
Michael Crawford ’16 is completing

Tierra Reed ’14 is a bilingual human

Megan (Hook) Dye ’16, MSW ’18, is a
psychiatry and engagement clinician and facilitator at River Oak
Center for Children; resides with
her husband, Jason, in Elk Grove,
California.

Ryan Seei ’14 is a client financial

management senior analyst with
Accenture; resides in Dunlap.
Allison Sokolowski ’14 founded

the Chicago Playback Theatre
Ensemble with eight ISU alumni
as extension of their work at the
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Friendships that began at ISU among young ladies in Haynie Hall during
1965 mushroomed to become a large and close-knit group that meets at
least annually. The most recent reunion was during the 2019 Homecoming. Among those who attended were, seated from left, Sarajane (Edmonson) Myers ’70, Tom Ruggio ’69, and Carol (Hill) Myers ’70. Standing
from left are Elaine (Kowal) Lang ’69, Darlene (Runge) Tegtmeier ’69,
Karen (Robertson) Muntefering ’69, Nancy (Mack) Palmer ’69, Rick
Myers ’69 and Linda (Thames) Svejcar ’70. Tom is holding a picture of
some of the 1969 graduates following commencement.

writer with JP Morgan Chase;
resides in Elk Grove Village.

cipal consultant in the special
education services division at the
Illinois State Board of Education;
resides in Chicago.
services caseworker with the
Department of Human Services;
resides in Springfield.

Decades of memories

a doctorate in chemistry at the
University of Oregon; resides in
Eugene, Oregon.

Emily Johnston, Ph.D. ’16, is the assis-

tant director and lecturer in the
Dimensions of Culture Program at
the University of California in San
Diego, where she resides.

Kelly Larson ’16 is office manager
for Dupage Adjusters LLC; resides
in Lisle.

state of Illinois; resides in Hoffman
Estates.

Kaitlyn Mai ’16 is a teacher assistant

ist with the Peer Mentor Program
at the University of Wisconsin in
Milwaukee, where she resides.

in the Veterinary Assisting Program at King Tech High School;
resides in Anchorage, Alaska.
Paul McConnell ’16 is a customer

consulting and support representative with Skyward Inc.; resides in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Fatima Alsharifi ’17 is completing a

master’s degree in psychology and
counseling at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; resides with
her husband, Ahmed, in Greenfield, Wisconsin.
Salem Awwad, M.S. ’17, is the assis-

tant director of fraternity and
sorority life at Pennsylvania State
University; resides in Bellefonte,
Pennsylvania.
Karyn Baldwin ’17 completed a mas-

ter’s degree in curriculum and
instruction from the American
College of Education; dual language first-grade teacher at Huff
Elementary School in Elgin; named
a 2019 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
working on education policy for

Amanda Cox ’17, M.S. ’19, is a special-

Kathleen Dohr ’17 is a franchise

accounting representative with
McDonald’s Corporation; resides
in Oak Park.
Sheryl (Sons) Emmerling, Ph.D. ’17,

is manager of nursing practice
and research at OSF HealthCare;
also Magnet Program director for
hospital; resides with her husband,
Terry, in Granville.
Joel Gordon ’17 is an IT analyst with

Caterpillar Inc.; resides in Peoria.
Delaney Herrick ’17 is a social media

investigator at Frasco Investigative
Services; resides in Elgin.
Ariel Ochoa ’17 is a Ford County pro-

bation officer; resides in Piper City.
Rachael Scardino ’17 is an ICU nurse
at Rush Oak Park Hospital; resides
in Chicago.
Brooke Schumacher ’17 is an assistant
planner and enforcement officer
with LaSalle County Environmen-

50s

William G. Dolak ’56, M.S. ’63; 5/19

Rosemary L. (Eterno) Bronson
’50; 5/19

Billie H. Heil ’56; 6/19

officer in the U.S. Army; resides
with her husband, Rory, in Washington, D.C.

Ralph W. Johnson ’50, M.S. ’51;
5/19

Fred Marberry ’57, ’69; 3/19

Ruth L. Karloski ’50; 5/19

Emily Hughes ’18 is an inside sales

Brandon Farber ’12 attended U.S.

Patricia A. (Ellis) Heidorn ’58; 5/19

associate with Grainger; resides in
Wadsworth.

Air Force Commissioned Officer
Training; serves as a First Lieutenant and clinical social worker at
MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa,
Florida.

Neva J. (Craft) Tyler ’50; 5/19

Norma L. (Vincent) Owen ’58; 3/15

Marilyn E. (Ross) Goetz ’51; 8/19

Fred J. Wassell ’58, M.M. ’83; 1/19

Joseph F. Konitzki ’51; 5/19

Frederick W. Kunz ’59; 8/19

tal Services and Land Use departments; resides in LaSalle.

as a S4 Logistics Officer; resides in
Bloomington.

Michelle Bautista, M.S. ’18, is a

Andrea (O’Brien) Maudlin ’05, is an

research analyst for academic
affairs at DePaul University;
resides in South Elgin.

Garrett McAlister, M.S. ’18, is a com-

munity director at Southern Illinois University in Edwardsville,
where he resides.
Jordyn Washer ’18 is completing a

graduate degree at the Chicago
School of Professional Psychology;
resides in Chicago.
Zoey Baker ’19 is a scrum master

for Discover Financial Services;
resides in Chicago.
Amanda Campbell ’19 is a special

education teacher with Midlothian
School District 143; resides in Tinley Park.
Amanda Jarvis, Ed.D. ’19, is the asso-

In memory
Faculty/Staff
Robert G. Corbett, Geography/
Geology; 7/19
Joan E. Crooks, M.S. ’88, English;
6/19
Edmund F. Ficek, College of Business; 9/19
Michael A. Humphreys, Marketing; 8/19

ciate principal at Bloomington
High School; resides in Bloomington.

Thomas W. Nelson, Educational
Administration and Foundations;
2/17

Rayna Langley ’19 teaches a special

James Pruyne, Campus Minister;
5/19

education classroom for kindergarten through second grade
at Holmes Elementary School;
resides in Elmhurst.
Nicolette Marrotta ’19 is a registered
nurse working in the pediatric
cardiac ICU at Advocate Christ
Hospital; resides in Justice.
Raelynn Parmely, M.S. ’19, is the

environmental program manager
at Illinois Farm Bureau; resides in
Bloomington.
Brandi Puzey ’19 is a registered

behavior technician at The Place
for Children with Autism; resides
in Fairmount.

Ronald L. Blake ’57, ’67; 5/19
Barbara J. (Snyder) Pellerin ’57; 6/19

Mary V. Dagraedt ’52, M.S. ’56; 7/19
Tony A. Licocci ’52; 7/19

60s

Clara M. (Meyer) Riedel ’52; 12/18

Donald G. Capes ’60; 3/19

Rosalie R. Giffhorn ’53; 5/19

John C. Martin ’60; 8/19

Eva (West) Hutson ’53; 5/17

Beverly (Bolin) Nelson ’60; 11/19

Robert E. Carter ’54, M.S. ’59; 7/19

Mary L. (Southwick) Zolper ’60;
5/19

Betty M. (Garrison) Farmer ’54;
5/19

Edwin A. Ohlenkamp ’61; 7/19

Sally P. (Verchio) Athanasopulos
’55; 7/19

Jay R. Prillaman Jr., M.S. ’61; 6/19

Helen A. (Wuebbens) Dohleman
’55; 8/19

Wayne A. Burkholder ’62; 3/14

Ronald L. Evelsizer ’55, M.S. ’64;
11/19
Robert W. Fink ’55; 7/19
Raymond J. Franz, M.S. ’55; 5/19
Robert E. Lekovish ’55; 6/19
Jean A. (Trotter) Naretto ’55; 7/19
Laura L. (Gallup) Campbell ’56; 7/19

Kay E. (Foust) Bradford ’62; 7/19
Marilyn J. Carr ’62, M.S. ’73; 6/19
Edward F. Schweinberg, M.S. ’62;
5/19
Warren L. Harmon ’63; 4/18
Virginia M. (Krutchen) Hawkins
’63, M.S. ’65; 4/19
Richard E. Kafer ’63; 7/19
John D. Rodolf ’63, M.S. ’69; 4/19

Donna J. Schoenfeld, Student
Affairs; 5/19
Ralph Turner, M.S. ’70; Politics
and Government; 5/19

40s
Noralee (Maddox) Buntin ’41; 1/19
Evelyn M. (Armstrong) Foster ’41,
’49; 7/19
Blanche (Day) Bishop ’42; 7/19

Three easy ways to submit your information
1)	Go online to Alumni.IllinoisState.edu/ClassNotes and click

Dayle E. Garrett ’42; 6/19

on “class notes.” Information submitted using this method

Shirley E. (Bolinger) Gillock ’43; 7/19

will also be posted online.

Kitty B. (Kiester) Vanderby ’44; 7/19
Eleanor R. (Funk) Eft ’45; 5/19
Helen N. Reining ’46; 6/19

2) Email your news to sjblyst@IllinoisState.edu.
3)	Mail your news to Class Notes, Illinois State University,

Military

Henrietta E. (Carlson) Crain ’47;
5/19

Alumni Engagement, Campus Box 3100, Normal, IL 61790-

Daniel Bodony ’89 is retired after

Mary (Johnson) Pehrson ’47; 6/19

name when applicable, and daytime phone number for

serving 26 years for the U.S. government; officer in the Marine
Corps four years; FBI special agent
22 years; resides in Foothill Ranch,
Colorado.

Ray Ahlrich ’48; 7/19

verification purposes. News releases and information from

Phyllis D. (Young) Hrehovcsik
’48; 5/19

published news clippings may also be used. Engagements and

Jason Hitch ’01 is a First Lieuten-

ant for the 641st RSG U.S. Army in
Saint Petersburg, Florida; works

Betty L. (Eveland) Cook ’49; 5/19

3100. Please include your graduation year, major, maiden

pregnancies will not be published.

Richard “Jay” M. Green ’49; 6/19

For additional information, contact Alumni Engagement at

John L. Husmann ’49, M.S. ’50; 5/19

(309) 438-2586 or by email at alumni@IllinoisState.edu.

Charles M. Lagneaux ’49; 4/19
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Rise up

and be counted!

Help us reach #15,000RedbirdsStrong

Since the beginning of the Redbirds Rising campaign, more than
54,000 donors have demonstrated their commitment to Illinois State
by making gifts of all sizes. Each gift to every discipline has elevated the
University and fueled the pursuit of excellence across campus.
The challenge for individuals to rise up and be counted in the push to
reach 15,000 more donors continues in the final months of the campaign.
There’s still time to have an impact before Redbirds Rising ends on June 30.
Make your gift today by calling (309) 438-8184,
or by visiting RedbirdsRising.IllinoisState.edu.

ISUGiving

Kenneth E. Shane ’63, M.S. ’69; 6/19

Fred Marberry ’69; 3/19

Robert E. Clark ’75, M.S. ’81; 5/19

Eric K. Augspurger ’88, M.S. ’89; 7/19

Mary T. (Rizzato) Brenk ’64; 7/19

Daniel J. McClellan ’69; 8/19

Mary E. Edwards ’75, M.S. ’83; 7/19

Jay P. William Gillan ’64; 6/19

Janet M. (Brown) Strickland, M.S.
’69; 8/19

Ann L. Harshman ’75; 5/19

Mary L. (Schofield) Berardelli ’88;
6/19

Neil Pellicci ’75; 6/19

Andrew B. Johnson ’88; 5/19

Bridgett I. McDonald ’76; 5/19

Franklin R. Durham ’89; 5/19

Linda S. (Thar) Walwer ’76; 5/19

Jeffrey Katona ’89; 7/19

James C. Griner ’64, M.S. ’72; 2/19
Glenn A. Nagel ’64; 6/19
Julie A (Weber) Schultz ’64; 7/19

70s

Raymond J. Stasiak ’64; 6/19

Vaughn A. Craft, M.S. ’70; 5/19

Jehnell R. (Bryan) Giganti ’77; 7/19

Arlea A. (Mehrkens) Hadley ’65;
8/19

Neil A. Cobb ’71; 7/19
Joseph F. Murnan ’71; 6/19

Ann M. (Clarke) Kendall, M.S. ’77;
6/19

Jari L. Oncken ’65; 8/19

Susan K. (Williams) Sack ’71; 7/19

David E. Gragg, M.S. ’78; 9/18

Gary L. Brewer ’66; 6/19

Stephan E. Tello ’71; 7/19

Carol L. (Bland) Kingery ’78; 5/19

Melissa K. (Williams) Bonow ’91;
7/19

Dale L. Cupples ’66; 7/19

Marshall E. Werry ’71; 7/19

Clare A. Simmonds ’79; 7/19

Ronald C. Conner ’93; 6/19

Lorelie L. (Krueger) Deline ’66;
5/19

Stephen E. Brown ’72, M.A. ’73; 7/19

80s

Clyde I. Brown ’94; 5/19

Ronald E. Gerrietts ’66; 8/19

Mark E. Jensen ’72; 7/19
Cynthia J. Oberman ’72; 7/19

Anne E. Klein ’80; 7/04

Keith V. Benson ’73; 5/19

Patrick J. Watson ’80; 7/19

Cynthia M/ (Carroll) Shanahan
’95, M.S. ’97; 5/19

JoAnn Daniel ’73; 6/19

Robert S. Burrows ’81; 4/19

Martin R. Davidsmeier ’73; 5/19

William J. Coffing ’83; 8/19

Charlotte M. (Bohner) Farrell ’73;
7/19

Michael J. Olson ’83; 5/18

Lorraine “Lorie” (Goodenough)
Kirker ’66; 1/19
Linda K. (Rinkenberger) Marks
’66; 4/19
Patricia A. (Johnson) Rodeffer ’66;
5/19
Camilla A. (Rumsavich) Sarver
’66; 5/19

Bryan R. Kinnikin ’73; 7/19
Donna L. (Nolan) Knapp ’73; 5/19

90s
David J. Lukachik, M.S. ’90; 2/17

Laurie E. (Dalton) Smith ’93; 8/19

Doris J. (Hall) Schweinberg, M.S.
’83; 6/19

Andrew E. Pieczynski ’97; 6/19
Steven M. Benesh ’99; 7/19

00s
William D. Keegan ’03; 7/19
Stacie L. Haig ’04; 5/19
Simone L. Longo ’06; 7/19

Nancy J. (McCully) Stock ’66; 5/19

Stephen D. Chelstrom ’74; 7/15

Jo Ann (Monk) Wofford, M.S. ’83;
5/19

Carolyn M. (Krueger) Viste ’66,
M.S. ’70; 6/19

William L. Harris ’74; 6/19

Edwin R. Curry ’84; 7/19
John J. Belcher ’85; 7/19

Ruth A. Dikis ’67; 5/19

Mary K. (Pervinsek) Hawley ’74;
8/19

Christina S. Lilja ’85; 8/19

10s

Karen L. (Fisher) Carrier ’68; 8/19

Dale G. Masley ’74; 7/19

Todd D. Bauer ’86; 7/19

Samuel T. Cowdery ’11; 3/19

Robert W. Meredith, M.S. ’68; 6/19

Richard W. Matson ’74, M.S. ’78;
12/18

Cheryl (Nick) Celli ’86; 6/19

Matthew J. Rollings ’12; 7/19

Major R. (Ortega) Bastien, M.S.
’75; 6/19

Todd L. Barrett ’87; 7/19

Arthur J. Patay ’68; 5/19
William V. Harrison ’69, M.S. ’70;
5/19
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Alan L. Shank ’86; 6/19

Hussain Marrar ’05; 6/19

Thanks
to you!
Michael Jones ’92 is a big believer in the power of an
education. But education wasn’t always his top priority.
In 1973, Jones was working full-time at night in data
processing at State Farm and taking ISU classes during
the day. When another State Farm opportunity involving travel became available, Jones put his education on
hold to focus on his career.
A mentor who saw Jones advancing into State Farm
leadership encouraged him to pursue a degree, telling
him, “A college degree is not required, but you’ll be less
competitive if you don’t have it.”
In 1990, nearly two decades after first enrolling,
Jones returned to Illinois State to complete his degree. He credits helpful advisors in the Adult Learning
Program and professors willing to teach night classes
for his ability to earn a bachelor’s degree in communications as a nontraditional student. His decision to
prioritize his education paid off. Jones continued to
advance at State Farm until retiring from his role as vice
president of Administrative Services in 2014.

Avid Redbird basketball fans, the Jones family has attended the men’s basketball
Missouri Valley Conference Tournament for 19 years. They cheer on the team
at home as well, and are pictured in Redbird Arena. They are, from left, Kevin
Guidry-Jones ’14, Abigail Jones, Michael Jones ’92, Tracy Jones ’03, and Ericka
Jones-Carter ’02.

Now Jones is the one advocating for students
pursuing a college degree. Three of his five children
attended Illinois State, and he hopes his youngest will
follow suit. Jones and his wife Abigail also support
students pursuing a higher education degree through
their scholarship, the Michael A. and Abigail M. Jones
Family Scholarship in the College of Education.
“We love Illinois State,” said Jones, who is proud
of his alma mater and his ability to lift up current and
future Redbirds. “It gives us great satisfaction to be able
to take down financial barriers for students pursuing
their education.”
Jones family members are among more than 54,000 donors to ISU
during Redbirds Rising: The Campaign for Illinois State. To learn more
about how you too can contribute, visit RedbirdsRising.IllinoisState.edu.

Advancement Operations
Campus Box 8000
Normal, IL 61790-8000

Sound celebration
Illinois State’s founding is commemorated each year with
events in February that include a bell ringing ceremony.
Lana Summers ’17, M.S. ’19, was one of 163 individuals with
ties to ISU chosen to participate in the event held this year.
The number of participants represents the years passed
since the University was established in 1857.

